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Abstract 
More, M., Investigation of binary spectra by explicit polynomial transformations of graphs, 
Theoretical Computer Science 124 (1994) 221-272. 
Let L be the first-order language with identity whose set of specific symbols consists of the binary 
predicate symbols R1, ..., Rq. Let c~ be an L-sentence and let us denote by GEN(~) (generalized 
spectrum of c~) the set of all finite models of ~. We say that ~ represents GEN(~). The spectrum S(c 0 of 
sentence e is the set of cardinalities of domains of elements of GEN(e) and c~ is also called 
a representation of S(e). 
Let ~b be some L-sentence and P a given polynomial of degree k of 7/IX] asymptotically greater 
than or equal to identity function on N. We produce a sentence /~(~b) representing P(S((o)), i.e. 
S(fi(~))=P(S(~b)). The algorithm producing/~(q~) depends only on P and L and effectively one- 
to-one maps elements of GEN(~b) onto elements of GEN(fi(qS)). This sentence ff(q5) is formalized in 
a binary language L* of cardinality 2q + k if k < 3 and q + k if k/> 3. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Basic definitions 
There is no loss of generality in assuming that there are neither individual nor 
functional symbols in our languages, but only relational symbols. A sentence is 
a formula containing only quantified variables (if there are any). By (first-order) 
spectrum of a first-order sentence ¢ (in a language with identity) we mean the set 
consisting of all cardinalities of domains of finite models of q5 (denoted by S(¢)). By 
generalized spectrum of ¢ (denoted by GEN(¢))  we intend to focus on the set of finite 
models of the given sentence ¢. This notion is different from the second=order concept 
of generalized spectrum of Fagin. We say that ¢ represents the generalized spectrum 
GEN(¢) as well as the spectrum S(¢) and that a spectrum S is representable by any of 
the sentences ¢ such that S=S(~b). The set of all spectra will be denoted by 6e. 
From its very definition, a spectrum is a set of positive integers. Conversely, on 
obvious cardinality grounds, due to the fact that there is only a countable quantity of 
sentences, not every set of positive integers is a spectrum. 
Besides, any spectrum is a recursive set. Indeed, given a sentence ¢, written in 
a given language L, we just have to enumerate all finite L-structures of cardinality 
n and to check whether they verify our sentence q~ to test the belonging of integer n to 
spectrum S(¢). Let S and S' be spectra. One verifies immediately that the following 
sets are also spectra: S n S', S u S', S + S'= {n + n' ; n~S and n' ~S' } and S* S'= (n*n' ;
neS and n'eS'}. 
We call binary structure any structure containing only binary relations. Similarly, 
a one-binary structure (resp. a graph) contains only one binary relation (resp. one 
irreflexive and symmetric binary relation). The last denomination (i.e. graph) follows 
those of Fagin and Woods. However, we made an exception in the title of this paper, 
where we used the word graph in its usual sense of one-binary structure, on readability 
grounds. 
According to the previous names, a binary spectrum (resp. one-binary spectrum) is 
a spectrum representable by a sentence written in a language whose specific predicate 
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symbols are at most of arity 2 (resp. in a language restricted to one specific predicate 
symbol of arity 2 or less). We shall denote by ~2 (resp. BIN °) the set of all binary (resp. 
one-binary) spectra (see Section 1.2). Similarly, BIN 1 is the class of all spectra 
representable bya sentence of a language containing only identity and a single binary 
predicate symbol whose all interpretations are symmetric and irreflexive relations. 
Also, elements of BIN 1 are called graph spectra. 
The range of a spectrum S under a functionffrom N to N is the setf(S) of ranges of 
elements of S under f 
A polynomial P of ~ [X] asymptotically greater than or equal to (resp. strictly lesser 
than) identity function on N will be called over-diagonal (resp. sub-diagonal). 
1.2. Historical presentation 
First, in 1952, Scholz [12] introduced the notion of spectrum and raised the 
problem of giving a characterization f the class 50 of all spectra. The first results 
about spectra were developed by Bennet [2] in 1962 and were about spectra combina- 
torics and higher-order spectra. 
A first answer to Scholz's question was given in 1974 by Jones and Selman [-9]: 50 is 
the class NEXPTIME of all sets of integers x accepted in time x" (or 2 ~ length(x) for x in 
binary notation) by nondeterministic Turing machines, where c~ is a fixed real con- 
stant. From another viewpoint, and depending on the chosen coding of integers 
(binary or unary representation), 50 can also be seen as the restriction to unary 
languages of the class (denoted NP) of all sets accepted in polynomial time by at least 
one nondeterministic Turing machine (see Fagin I-5]). This result was refined in 1982 
when Lynch [10] showed that a set accepted in time n d by a nondeterministic Turing 
machine is the spectrum of a sentence in which all specific symbols are of arity d. 
Later, in 1985, Grandjean 1-7] showed that to any sentence r presenting a spectrum 
is associated a nondeterministic Turing machine, whose complexity is linked to the 
number of universal quantifiers in the sentence. Finally in 1988, he also provided an 
exploration of spectra represented in languages containing only unary relational and 
functional symbols, in terms of computational complexity of RAM machines in 
Grandjean [8]. In the same paper the first natural spectrum representation f prime 
numbers is also given using the same type of language. 
In 1955, Asset [1] asked whether 5 e is closed under complementation, namely, 
whether the set co-50 of all complements of members of 50 is equal or not to 5 ° itself 
(still an open problem). Fagin [5] showed in 1974 that we only have to look at the 
problem from the class BIN 1 of graph spectra: if co-50~50, then there is in BIN 1 
a spectrum whose complement is not a spectrum. In this basic paper, Fagin also 
showed that many spectra re represented by a sentence with at most one model of 
any finite cardinality. 
Concerning ranges of spectra under mappings from N to N, the machine complex- 
ity characterization f spectra leads to the following result: the functions which 
transform a spectrum into a spectrum are those preserving NP (or NEXPTIME). So, 
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there are lots of functions mapping spectra into spectra (cf. [-5]) such as polynomials of
Z [X] and • IX], exponential functions, integer part of kth root. Similarly, inverse 
ranges under polynomials of spectra re spectra. However, the logarithm of basis 2 of 
a spectrum is not necessarily a spectrum and there is a counterexample in BIN 1 (see 
[5, p. 63]). However, these results give no natural representation f ranges of spectra 
under the functions considered. 
The results presented above, concerning relationships between spectra nd com- 
putational complexity classes, are based mainly on clever imitations of checking that 
a structure verifies a given sentence by machine algorithms and conversely of accept- 
ing machine computations bylogical sentences. Now, we intend to present apoint of 
view on spectra which differs from the previously presented machine characterizations 
and comes back to the initial model-theoretic definition of spectra. This method has 
mainly been developed in two papers we did not mention until now, i.e. [6, 13] 
(respectively, published in 1974 and 1981), and we intend to pursue asimilar approach 
in this paper. 
In [6], for n>~ 1, the class ~n is defined as follows: ~n is the class of all spectra 
representable bya sentence containing only the identity and predicate symbols with 
a arity less than or equal to n. As there are standard techniques to replace a j-ary 
relation by an i-ary relation when i>j, one can consider that ~,  is the class of spectra 
representable bya sentence containing only the identity and n-ary predicate symbols. 
The obvious following inclusions hold: ~-1 N ~2-  ~3-  "'" - ~ , -  "'" - ~ and 
~ N BIN I ___ BIN o _c ~2. However, it is not quite obvious that ~1 is strictly contained 
in ~2 or in BIN ~, but Fagin [-5] shows that o~1 contains exactly finite and cofinite sets 
while o~2 and BIN ~ contain, say, the set of even numbers, as well as any finite or 
cofinite set (a sentence written in a language restricted to identity suffices to represent 
such a set). Concerning the other inclusions, one does not know whether they are 
strict. This means that every spectrum ight be in BIN ~. 
Moreover, Fagin [6] shows that the range of any spectrum of o~ under X k for some 
k/> n is in BIN 1. Conversely, he shows also that the reverse image of a binary spectrum 
under X" is in ~2, (and a proof that it remains in fact in o~2 would collapse the 
hierarchy). This trade-off phenomenon between arities and cardinalities ofdomains or 
number of predicate symbols and cardinalities frequently appears in the study of 
spectra nd is also closely studied in [6]. Fagin obtains: Seo~k+ t iffthe product ors by 
the integer part of the kth root of S is in ~k- The final hierarchy result in [6] is that if 
~-p= ~-p+ 1then ~k = ~p for any k >~ p and Fagin's conjecture is that ~p¢ ~-k if p ¢ k. 
Now, let us come to the second of the announced papers. Woods [13] shows that 
the well-known class of rudimentary predicates (denoted by RUD) is included in BIN ~ 
and verifies that RUD=BIN 1 iff RUD=~ and this last equality would imply 
NP¢co-NP (i.e. ~¢co-~) ,  so that RUD~BIN 1 implies NP¢co-NP. 
In [13], Woods also investigates what he calls T-spectra, i.e. subclasses of spectra 
represented by sentences belonging to some fixed theories (such as orderings, trees, 
groups, etc.). In other words, he studied relationships between algebraic structures and 
spectra. 
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For instance, let us remark that we know, using a nontrivial theorem, that the 
cardinality of any finite field is a power of a prime number. So, any spectrum of fields 
contains only powers of primes. Consequently, the set of spectra of fields cannot be the 
set of all spectra, since there are spectra (such as the set of all positive integers) 
containing composite numbers. On the other hand, spectra of orderings, or spectra of 
groups, may represent all spectra, since there are orderings and groups of any finite 
cardinality. 
Moreover, Woods also shows that these classes of spectra re linked (for instance, 
the square of a graph spectrum is a spectrum of partial orderings) and he raises the 
problem of relative expression power of these classes of spectra. 
The two papers we just discussed (namely [-6, 13]) have the common property that 
the proofs they contain do not resort to machine computations, whereas they use 
model transformations and definable imitations of smaller structures in bigger ones. 
More precisely, the authors use the notion of range of a structure under certain 
polynomials, which is another structure using another language; the cardinality of the 
domain of the new structure is the range under the polynomial of that of the old 
structure, and the old structure is a definable substructure of the new one. 
There is another important similarity between these two papers: the use of extra 
elements to pad structures until they reach the desired cardinality, and the inside 
counting of these extra elements. Indeed, these extra elements play an important 
part and they have to be structured in such a way that the obtained structure is forced 
to be of the desired cardinality. Moreover, this property has to be syntactically 
expressible. 
2. Motivations 
In this paper, unlike the classical approach of spectra problem, namely computa- 
tional complexity theory, we intend to focus on pure finite model-theoretic and 
combinatoric methods and results. We consider that this point of view on spectra 
problems was initiated by Fagin [.6] and Woods [,13]. We want to investigate the 
power and limitations of this viewpoint in the solving of well-known questions on 
spectra, namely Fagin's hierarchy and Woods' questions. The reason why we have 
chosen this way is that it seems to be a return to the initial definition of Scholz, which 
was issued from logic and not from computer sciences. 
To illustrate the possible usefulness of this position, we can remind the reader of 
analogous ituations already occurring in mathematical logic. When G6del gave the 
first Peano independence theorem, it was judged ad hoc and it was only about 40 
years later that Paris and Harrington gave a natural independence r sult. In the same 
way, Robinson had to axiomatize the Peano arithmetic within the language {S, I} 
using a translation of the usual axioms, whereas later, from the work of Richard [11] 
and Cegielski [-3], came out a natural axiomatization of the Peano arithmetic as the 
theory of two orders. 
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The major aim of this paper is to look for a natural way, in terms of definability, 
of transforming eneralized spectra under certain mappings in such a way that every 
initial structure is definable inside its range. In other words, we want to keep 
the memory of the initial structure in the transformed structure. Consequently, we do 
not want only results on cardinalities of finite models of a particular sentence and 
on ranges of these cardinalities under some applications, but also on ranges 
of structures themselves. By this means, we also attack (and partially solve) the 
Woodsian problem of transforming binary generalized spectra under polynomials, as 
we find new proofs for extended classical results (e.g. Fagin [5] shows that his class ~k 
has a monomial range in BIN 1, and we will not prove in this paper an analogous 
result for a wider class of polynomials, but it is possible). Moreover, following Woods' 
attitude, we expect our constructed structures to be Sensible in some branch of 
mathematics ( uch as graph theory, group theory, orders); this is the reason why we 
try to construct binary relations very close to the successor relation associated with 
a partial ordering. 
We also intend to investigate sets of structure determining the same spectrum. So, 
we use the notion of generalized spectrum (which is just the set of finite models of 
a first-order sentence). Doing that, we include lots of numerical information such that 
the spectrum as subset of ~, the subset of ~ x ~ consisting of pairs (a, b), where a is the 
cardinality of a finite model and b the number of models of same cardinality, up to 
isomorphism, the subset of ~ consisting of all G6del's number of all previous ordered 
pairs, and so on. In this frame, we would like to further explore the notion of range of 
binary structures under polynomials, as well as to accumulate experience and results 
about one-binary spectra to obtain, for instance, a representation theorem or a diag- 
onalization theorem in connection with the comparison of RUD and BIN 1 and to 
write out problems equivalent o Fagin's and Woods' (as they themselves did), 
especially in the frame of arithmetics. 
3. The main theorem and first basic results 
3.1. The main theorem 
Given a fixed over-diagonal polynomial P of 7? [X], and a fixed spectrum S in ~2, 
we want to investigate thoroughly an explicit construction of P(S) from S. In 
particular, our aim is to determine from a binary sentence q~ (i.e. just using binary 
symbols) representing S, a sentence (denoted/~(q~)) within the same type of language, 
representing the desired transformed spectrum P(S). To do this, we use the model- 
theoretic way (see Section 1.2), which consists in taking any finite model of ~b (whose 
cardinality n belongs to S), and constructing from it a new structure of the desired 
cardinality P(n). The very analysis of this semantical construction will lead to the kind 
of image of q5 we are searching for. So, the main result of this paper is the following 
theorem. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let L be the first-order language with identity whose set of specific 
symbols consists of the binary predicate symbols R1 ..... Rq. Let P be some polynomial of 
degree k of Z[X]  asymptotically greater than or equal to identity on ~. Then there 
exists a binary language with identity L* (the so-called image-language) ofcardinality 
2q + k /f k <3 and q + k if k>~3 and one-to-one applications P: G~--~_fi(G) (from finite 
L-structures of cardinality n satisfying n < P(n) to finite L *-structures) and/6: (~ ~ /6(4) 
(from L-sentences to L*-sentences) o that 
(0) if n and m represent cardinalities of G and I3(G), then m = P(n); 
(i) /6 and P are calculable by algorithms depending only on L and P; 
(ii) for each G~GEN(~b), there is inside fi(G) some L*-definable substructure G* 
isomorphic to G; 
(iii) if GEGEN(~b), then 13(G) verifies/~(~b); 
(iv) if G'~GEN(/6(~b)), then there exists G~GEN(~b)so that G'=/3(G). 
Remark 3.2. Obviously, our sentences q~ are not categorical; i.e. taking a model G of 
a sentence q~ of cardinality neS((~) to construct he model/;(G) of/6(q~) of cardinality 
P(n) and then taking a model H of/6(~b) of the same cardinality P(n) does not insure 
that the substructure G*, model of ~b of cardinality n, which lies in H is isomorphic to 
the previous G. 
Corollary 3.3. The image of any spectrum of ~2 under any polynomial of Z[X]  
asymptotically greater than the identity function on ~ is a spectrum of the same class ~2. 
Proof. A quick analysis of statement of Theorem 3.1 leads straightforwardly to this 
corollary. Indeed, given an over-diagonal polynomial P and a binary sentence ~b, we 
obtain a sentence/6(q~) with the following two properties. 
First, (iii) implies that the range, under P, of S(~b)c~{n; <P(n)} is included in 
S(/6(q~)) (since the range under/~ of any finite model of ~b of cardinality n with n < P(n) 
belongs to GEN(/6(~b)) (i.e. is a finite model of/~(~b)) and has cardinality P(n)). 
Conversely, and due to the fact that any finite model of P(q~) of cardinality 
m contains a definable substructure of cardinality n which belongs to GEN(~b) (i.e. is 
a finite model of ~b) with the right relation between their cardinalities (i.e. m = P (n)), any 
integer of S(P(~b)) is the range, under P, of an integer of S(q~). 
The first property gives the inclusion P(S((a))~_ S(/6(~b)), while the second one gives 
the reverse inclusion S(/6((a))~_P(S((~)) (the finitely many n>P(n) are easily dealt 
with). [] 
3.2, Outline of the proof 
Our algorithm uses the fact that any polynomial of 7/[X] is a linear combination 
(with integer coefficients) of basic polynomials of Z IX] seen as a modulus over Z. In 
Section 3.4, we obtain ranges of one-binary spectra under a polynomial of degree 1 as 
a generalization of a proof due to Woods [13]. In Section 4.1, we obtain ranges of 
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one-binary spectra under an adequate basis of Z IX] in two lemmas, corresponding to
degrees ~> 3 and to degree 2, respectively (the last one also due to Woods [13]). Then 
in Section 4.2, we transform one-binary spectra under positive linear combinations of
the previous polynomials using the same separation i two lemmas. In Section 4.3, we 
deal with negative integer coefficients which will be done in two analogous lemmas 
again. In Section 4.4, the proof is achieved by generalizing our constructions to the 
case of binary spectra (i.e. using several binary relations). Consequently, from now, we 
deal with one predicate symbol at a time (i.e. we consider one-binary spectra), except 
in Section 4.4. 
Throughout his paper, the proofs follow the same pattern and are divided into 
three successive parts and we name them semantical part, syntactical part and 
verification part respectively. Let us roughly describe them below. 
The semantical part contains the major ideas of construction and provides from 
a given structure of cardinality n, an adequate over-structure of the desired cardinality 
P(n) in which the first one is definable. This part corresponds to the description of the 
algorithm fi: G ~-. fi(G) of the statement of main theorem. 
The syntactical part contains many technical tricks and provides asentence describ- 
ing the previously constructed structure with enough constraints to oblige its models 
to be of the desired form. This part corresponds to the description of the algorithm 
/5: q~ ~/5(q~) of the statement of the main theorem. 
The verification part is usually straightforward and consists in verifying that all the 
models of the previously constructed sentence are actually of the desired form. Since 
this paper is long and contains many tedious technical and syntactical work, we must 
tell the hurried reader that he can get some idea of the flavour of the proofs if he 
contents himself with their semantical part. 
Our three main proofs are those of Lemmas 4.1, 4.8 and 4.13. In this section, 
we roughly present hem and specially the pendant method used in the proof of 
Lemma 4.1. 
We consider that the canonical basis of polynomials is not the right tool for 
polynomial transformations of spectra because of the natural involvement of combi- 
natorial topics in this problem. So, the choice of our basis is closely related to 
combinatorial facts (such that (~) is a polynomial of degree k in variable n) and 
definability concepts (within first-order logic it is possible to speak of subsets with 
k elements for a fixed k). Originally, Woods [13] used the identity n2=2(~)+n to 
square a graph, then to cube a graph, Guillaume observed that the identity 
n3+l=6("~l )+n+l  provides an adequate construction. The Pk'S of the basis we 
consider in the sequel are a generalization of these polynomials. So, let us define the 
basis (Pk)k>~ 0 as follows: 
Po=l ,  Px=X, Pz=X2+2, P3=X3+l , . . . ,  
Pk=k, (X  +k-2)+ X +k-2  .... 
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In Lemma 4.1, this arithmetical d@nition of polynomial Pk is translated within 
the construction itself. Indeed, first we consider the subsets of cardinality k of a set 
of n+k-2  elements (which we specify in the proof of Lemma 4.1). Then for all of 
these distinguished subsets, we add k! new distinct elements so that we get 
an amorphous et containing exactly Pk(n) elements. Further, to structure such 
constructed universe we introduce four different specific features (the so-called pen- 
dants) to structure the added subsets of cardinality k!. Roughly speaking, one of these 
features is a chain, another one a loop, and the last two have the form of a fork with 
two prongs. 
In Lemma 4.8, concerning positive combinations of these Pk'S, we pile up as many 
previously constructed structures as necessary. In this case, our main difficulties are to 
define the stages of this pile and to ensure that the models of 4 residing in each stage 
are isomorphic, still using only one binary relation. The first problem is solved by 
using unextendible path to define the height of each element in the structure. The 
second problem leads us to draw the isomorphisms between the inside models of ~b. 
Finally, in Lemma 4.13, concerning polynomials with negative coefficients on our 
basis, we cancel a fixed number of elements from a varyin9 number of chain pendants 
and we have to definably count how many such chain pendants have to be shortened. 
Here the point is to find inside the range of a structure under Pk its range under any 
other basic polynomial of smaller degree. 
3.3. Technical prerequisites 
(a) Due to the devices used in our construction which need sets of at least 
cardinality 3, we have to cut spectra t level three, and for this purpose, it is convenient 
to settle P ~ 3 (S)= {P(n); n e S and n ~> 3}. Abusively, we shall usually note P(S) instead 
of P~3(S). However, let q be a positive integer, and let us denote by q-CARD 
a sentence xpressing the fact that models of this sentence do have exactly q distinct 
elements. This sentence can easily be written in the language reduced to identity. 
If necessary, the latter difficulty is easily dealt with by taking the disjunction of the 
sentence P(q~) representing the spectrum P~3(S) obtained in the main theorem with 
a boolean combination of P(1)-CARD and P(2)-CARD. 
(b) The relativization we use in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is something special and 
can be considered as a generalization f the usual relativization of formulas. Let L be 
a language consisting of predicates R1,..., Rp, arities of which are, respectively, 
al,..., ap, and let L' be another language disjoint of L (except hat they both contain 
identity). Now, we consider open formulae ~, R] .... , R~, of language L', with, respec- 
tively, 1, a~ .. . . .  ap free variables. For a given sentence 4, the weak relativized of 4 to 
~, R'~ .. . . .  R~, is an U-sentence, stepwise defined via two noncommutative steps. 
At first, sentence 4 is transformed by induction on its logical complexity: if 4 is 
atomic then it remains 4; if 4---41A ~b 2 or  41V 42 or  41-"442 or ~41 then each 
subformula is transformed; if 4-VX~bl (resp. 3x41) then it becomes Vx(e(x)--,41) 
(resp. 3x(e(x) A 41)). 
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Second, each occurrence of Ri in the previous obtained sentence is replaced by the 
open formula R~ for i= 1 to p. 
The obtained sentence is actually an L'-sentence, and we denote it by ~b (~' R; ..... R;). 
We should note that if D is a new unary predicate symbol, L'=Lu{D}, c~=_D and 
R}-=Ri, weak relativization becomes usual relativization. 
(c) Let S be a binary relation on a finite domain. We freely use the notion of 
(maximal) height of relation S, which is nothing else but the maximal length of a strict 
S-path. Of course, it can be infinite, even if relation S has a finite domain. 
(d) On readability grounds, we shall freely use abbreviations in formulae. Among 
these abbreviations the formula MAX(x) replaces Vy(yCx--.-7 xSy); the formula 
~<-ORDER shortens the usual axioms of orderings; the formula SUC(x, y) replaces 
x<~y A x~y A Vz[x<~z<~y~(z=x V z=y)];  for every fixed positive integer q, the 
formula DISTq(xl, ..., Xq) abbreviates/~1 <.i<j.<p xi Cxj; the previous formula is not 
to be confused with the formula DIFFSETp(x~ .. . . .  Xp; y~,...,yp) used for 
V 1 .< i. i~ p xi ¢ y j; we denote by ELTS(A, q) a sentence expressing that there are exactly 
q elements of the universe verifying the unary formula A; for any formula q~(x) with 
x as free variable and containing no occurrence of y, we shall use the formula 3!x~b (x) 
as an abbreviation of 3x[q~(x)/~ Vy( (o(y)~ y= x) ]; the symbol V is used to express 
exclusive disjunction; finally, we denote by ~,  a unary formula expressing the 
belonging to the definable set G* in/~(G) even if its precise syntactical expression 
varies along our proofs. 
3.4. Transforming one-binary spectra by positive affine homotheties 
In this section, we intend to prove Theorem 3.1 for the simplest cases of polynomial 
transformations, amely affine homotheties, and the simplest cases of binary spectra, 
namely one-binary spectra. To reach this aim, we just have to extend a result due to 
Woods [13] concerning c~=2, f l=0 and spectra in BIN 1. The key of the proof of 
Lemma 3.4 is an external enumeration of the universe which is a posteriori definable. 
This is the result developed in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4 (Woods [13]). I f  e is a positive integer and fl is a nonnegative integer and 
S belongs to BIN °, then eS + fl lies in ~2, with an image-language ofcardinality 2. 
Proof. First, let us remark that if e= l  (and, of course, fl>0), the sentence 
~b (m A ELTS(--n D, fl) A ~xD(x), where D is a new unary predicate symbol, works as 
well as the obvious associated structures. So, we assume from now that c~ ~> 2. 
We shall follow the sketch given in Section 3.2. Our image-language will be the 
binary language L* = {$1, $2}. Let us first describe the semantical transformations we
make on the finite one-binary structures satisfying a given sentence qS. Let (G, ?) be 
such a structure of cardinatity n ~ S (~b), ( G *, ~* ) a binary structure, f an isomorphism 
from (G, ?) onto (G*, ?*), and let H be an amorphous et verifying the two 
conditions G*cTH=O and card(H)=(c~-l)card(G)+fl; let F be the (disjoint) union 
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G*wH.  We number the elements of G* by setting G={91, . . . ,9 ,}  and 
G*= {f(91) . . . . .  f(9,)}. Then we insert those of H in a coded enumeration ofF which 
suggests a linear ordering that we shall have to describe below within our language: 
h2 ,f(Oz),h3 .. . . .  h. t , f(9,)}. F=G*wH={hl  h~+~-i a~ ~ ht2, ~-1 1 ~-  , " ' "  , i ~ J l ,~41] ,  " ' "  
Now, we have to define syntactically this underlying chain structure. With this aim 
in view, we now define the binary relations S1 and $2 over F as follows (according to 
an exhaustive sequence of the cases arising in comparing elements of F): h~Slh~ 
iff [r < t or (r = t and s ~< u)]; f (g , )S l f (g , )  iff [r = s or (r < s and g,Tgs)];f(gr)S2f(gs) iff 
[r<<.s and gsTgr]; h~Slf(gt) iff r=t;  f(gr)Slh] iff s=r  + 1. 
One verifies that the relation (denoted by ~<) defined as the disjunction of St and $2 
is reflexive and antisymmetric. Moreover, its transitive closure (denoted by ~<T) is 
a total ordering determined by the following logical equivalence: x ~<TY iff 
3z3t(x <~ Z A z <<. t A t <. y), and corresponding to the previous enumeration of F. This 
is a clever device due to Woods [13] and allows one to structure such quasi- 
ordered structures of any length into a chain just jumping across two gaps, which 
enables us to express transitivity in our image-language L* = {$1, $2}. 
Before going further with the proof, let us show how this construction works on the 
structure of cardinality 3 which is drawn in Fig. l(a). If Fig. l(b), we show the 
resulting structure for c¢ = 5 and fi = 4 (arrows are directed from a smaller element to 
a bigger one), using ordinary stroke for relation S~ and dotted line for relation $2 (on 
readability grounds, we have cancelled a few arrows from Fig. l(b)). 
Now, let us return to the proof of Lemma 3.4 to syntactically describe the 




h f! " l /  \ T /"  
(b) 
Fig. 1. 
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desired sentence c~P~ +flPo(~b) has to express the following three conditions: 
(i) ~<T is a linear ordering; $1 is reflexive; S~ and $2 are antisymmetric; $2 only 
takes place between elements of G*; 
(ii) (G*, 7*) is a model of qS; 
(iii) e card(G*) + fl = card(F). 
Let us verify that it can all be said in the image-language L* = {$1, $2}. We shall freely 
use the symbol ~< as an abbreviation of the disjunction of $1 and $2. 
In view of expressing conditions (i)-(iii), we shall distinguish in any model the 
e+f l -1  first elements of H and f(g~), For this purpose, we characterize them 
according to relation ~< by the expected logical equivalences: 
0-SUCMIN(x) iff Vy(y<<.x ~ y=x); 
I (  e+#-3 
(c~+fl-2)-SUCMIN(x) iff Vy y<~x A A 
i=0 
"-1 i-SgCMIm(y))---~y=xl; 
I (  e+fl-2 
FIRSTIMAG(x) iff Vy y~<x A A 
i=0 
--7 i -SUCMIN(y))~y=x].  
We observe that any of these formulae determines in every already constructed 
structure (F, Sa, $2) one and only one element. This will allow us to determine 
syntactically the range G* of G. For this purpose, and still following Woods [13], we 
note that an element of F is a vertex of G* iff either it is equal to f(gl)  or it is not 
comparable in terms of relation ~< to the fixed element hl, so that we can call eG.(x) 
the open formula: [FIRSTIMAG(x) V 3y(0-SUCMIN(y) A -q y<<.x)]. Then, the 
members of G* in F are exactly those which satisfy the interpretation 
x=f(gl) V -1 hl <,x of formula eG.(x). 
We still have to L*-define the structuring relation organizing the previously 
recognized subset G* of F as a model of qS. Using the isomorphismffrom (G, 7) onto 
(G*, 7"), it is possible to transport the graph structure of(G, 7) over (G*, 7*)-Now 
we merge here the relations 7 and ~* and the symbols of which they are the 
interpretations within (G, 7) and (G*, ~*). The very construction of Woods [13] has 
been treated to ensure that f(g)v*f(g') iff they satisfy the interpretation of the two- 
place formula: [xSly A ~ x = y] V yS2x. 
Concerning condition of point (i), it is clearly L*-definable, and to fulfil condition 
(ii), we shall use ~b (%*'r*), which is q~ weakly relativized to ~.  and 7*. Now, we have to 
deal with condition (iii). Let us note that exactly (except at the very beginning) one 
element over ct in the ~<T-chain enumerating F is a vertex of G* and can be recognized 
using the induced canonical successor relation and its (e-1)  first iterations. When 
defined, these successor relations are functional over F. Symbols for those successor 
relations will be denoted by SUC(x, y), 2SUC(x, y, ..., eSUC(x, y) and we use them to 
abbreviate the expected formulae. So, the constructed structure permits us to obtain 
a definable partition of the universe leading to the desired cardinality condition. 
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Finally, we obtain the following formula: 
~t+fl-2 { 
A 3!xi-SUCMIN(x) A 3!xFIRSTIMAG(x) A Vx ~G*(x)~ 
i=0 
FIRSTIMAG(x)V ~ FIRSTIMAG(x) A A 3[y(---n sG,(y) A 
i=1 
The final sentence c~P~ +flPo(¢) is the conjunction of the sentences corresponding to
conditions (i)-(iii). 
Finally, one verifies that the previously constructed structure c~P1 + rio((G, 7)) is 
a model of ~P~o(¢) .  Conversely, if (F, $1, $2) is a model of aP~o(qS) ,  one 
verifies that the L*-definable substructure (G*, ~*) defined by ~G* and ~* is a graph 
model of ¢, with card(F)=~ card(G*)+r.  [] 
Remark 3.5. The above proof differs from Woods' proof in two respects. First, we pad 
the structure using several points between those of G*, in order to increase the 
cardinality of the universe. Second, we use two different patterns to express 
f(gOT*f(g)) depending on whether i<j or i>~j, since our relation 7 is not necessarily 
symmetrical. 
Remark 3.6. When the initial relation 7 is symmetrical and irreflexive (i.e. if we 
consider graph spectra), then relation $2 is not useful, and we can obtain a one-binary 
spectrum. 
Let us now consider the case when coefficient r is negative; in this case we assume 
that ~/> 2, since we consider only over-diagonal polynomials. The proof we shall now 
give is an easy variation of the previous one. We obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.7. Let P( X) = ctX-  fl, with c~ > 1 and r > o. i f  s is a one-binary spectrum, then 
the asymptotical range P(S) of S under P is a binary spectrum with an image-language of
cardinality 3. 
Proof. We shall give a proof working asymptotically in n, i.e. for n large enough (the 
precise moment when it begins to work depends only on ~ and r). However, it is quite 
easy to deal with the finite number of fixed cases which may be left. 
Let us define the positive integer b=Lr / (~- l ) J  and the natural number 
c = f l -b (a -1 )  (quotient and remainder of euclidean division of fl by ~-1) .  We can 
note that ~-  1/> 1, 0 ~< b ~< r and 0 ~< c< a - 1. We shall see below that we can construct 
ranges of structures (G, 7) as soon as card(G)>~b+ 1. 
Let us return to notations of Lemma 3.4 and consider a structure"~l( (G,  7)) as 
drawn in Fig. 1 (b). We shall now modify it into aPa - rPo  ((G, 7)) as described below. 
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First we take off the (a-1)  elements of H lying before the first b elements of G* 
according to the definable numeration of the universe; second, if necessary we take 
off some c more elements of H among those lying betweenf(gb) andf(gb+ 1). This is 
made possible by the existence of c~- 1 > c elements of H in the right place. In view of 
syntactically expressing these operations, we use an image-language containing three 
specific binary relation symbols $1, $2 and ~<'. We shall use the first two symbols as in 
Lemma 3.4 for all remaining edges, and the third one will restore the comparisons 
between elements of G* due to connections between elements of H and G* which have 
disappeared when we took off elements of H. 
Now, let us semantically examine this situation more precisely. First, given ¢, 
neS(~b), (G, ~) model of ¢ of cardinality n, (G*, ~*) isomorphic to (G, ~,) v ia fand  
F containing G* of cardinality an, we structure F according to Lemma 3.4. The 
underlying external structure of chain so obtained is now as follows: 
hl ... h~- l f (g l )h~ ... h~- l f (g2)h~ . . . f (gb)hl+ ~ 
... h~, ¥ If(gb+ 1 ) . . .  h,...1 h~ - if(g,,). 
When we take off fl elements as we explained above, the new underlying structure of 
chain of the such obtained set F' becomes: 
• . 1 f (gb+l ) . . .hn . . .hn  if(g,). • f(gb)hb+ 1"'" h~-~f (g l ) f (g2)  1 1 -c  1 at- 
At this step, we shall use our new relational symbol ~<' to preserve this underlying 
chain-structure since the elements of H we took off were playing the part of a bridge 
over the gaps of our structure. This new relational symbol will represent the following 
linear ordering: 
f (g l )  <~'f(g2)<~ ' "" <,'f(gb). 
We can now characterize the structure obtained just as in Lemma 3.4 and formalize 
some direct comparisons via ~< ': h~,S 1h~ iff [r < t or (r = t and s < u) ]; f(gr) S 1 f(g~) iff 
[r =s or ( r<s  and gr7g~)];f(g~)S2f(gs) iff [r<~s and g~yg~];f(g~)<f(g~) iff [r<~s and 
s<.b]; h~Slf(gt)  iff r=t ;  f (g,)Sthts iff s=r+ 1. 
The relation defined as the disjunction of $1, $2 and ~'  (denoted by ~<) is now 
reflexive and antisymmetric; tstransitive closure (denoted by ~<T) is a linear ordering 
obtained by the same formulae as in Lemma 3.4 and corresponding to the previous 
enumeration of F'. Still following the proof of Lemma 3.4, it is time to syntactically 
express the following conditions: 
(i') ~ '  and ~<T are linear orderings: $1 is reflexive; St and $2 are antisymmetric; 
~<' and $2 only take place between elements of G*; ~<' only takes place between the 
first b elements of ~<T; 
(ii) G* is a model of ¢; 
(iii') ct card(G*)- fl = card(f'). 
Using the symbol ~< as an abbreviation of the disjunction of $1, $2 and ~<', we have 
identical formulae with those of Lemma 3.4 concerning 0-SUCMIN up to 
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b-SUCMIN and concerning SUC up to ~SUC. But formula EG.(X) becomes 
[0-SUCMIN(x) V ... V (b-1)-SUCMIN(x) V 3y(b-SUCMIN(y) A ~ y<<.x)]. On the 
other hand, formula 7* does not undergo significant changes, since it remains 
xv*y = - [(xSly A ~ x=y) V yS2x]. Note that for counting up to P(n) elements, we 
just name the remaining elements in F'. Finally, sentences corresponding to condi- 
tions (i')-(iii') are similar to those obtained in Lemma 3.4, and the verification part is 
straightforward. [] 
Remark 3.8. As previously, when the initial relation 7 is symmetrical nd irreflexive, 
the relation Sz is not useful, and we can obtain an image-language of cardinality two. 
4. Proof of the main theorem 
4.1. Transforming one-binary spectra by an adequate basis of 2~[X] 
With a view to determine the ranges of one-binary spectra under polynomials of 
[X], we have already defined above the basis (Pk) such that Pk(X)= k! (x +~-2)+ X + 
k -2  for k~> 3. In this section, our image-language will be L*= {S} and we shall read 
xSy as x succeeds y, even if S is not exactly the successor relation associated with an 
ordering. As a matter of fact, relation S is very close to the successor elation 
associated with the ordering it induces, and we shall call it a quasi-successor. Below, 
we make an extensive use of the following result, the proof of which is based on the 
so-called method of pendants. Let us formulate this in the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. I f  S is a one-binary spectrum, then the spectrum Pk(S) for k>~3 is also 
one-binary. 
Proof. Once again, we shall follow the sketch given in Section 3.2. Let us first describe 
the semantical transformations we make on the finite one-binary structures satisfying 
a given sentence ~b. Let (G, 7) be such a structure of cardinality n~S((9), G* be a set of 
cardinality n andfa  bijection so thatf(G) = G*. First, we describe the construction of 
the one-binary structure P'~((G, 7)). Let F be an over-set of G* obtained by adding 
k!( k )+k- -2  elements. Our aim is to S-structure F into exactly Pk(n)--n= ,+ - Z 
Pk((G, 7)) in which G* is S-definable as well as a binary relation denoted by 7* so 
that f becomes an isomorphism from (G, ~) onto (G*, 7*). 
More precisely, we construct relation S over F following points (a)-(g) below. 
(a) There are exactly k -2  maximal elements (i.e. elements which are not 
S-successors) which will also be called elements of level 1. These points serve to 
separate among certain distinguished subsets those containing pairs of G*. 
(b) The elements of our structure which are ranges of those of G (i.e. those of G*) 
are at level 2 and are totally submaximal (which means that each of them S-succeeds 
every maximal element). 
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(c) Below every set K of cardinality k of elements of previous levels 1 or 2 is hung 
a pendant of k! elements with a specific feature according to one of the 4 exhaustive 
possibilities described in points (d)-(g) below. 
(d) l f  the set K contains at least 3 elements of G*, then the pendant isas in Fig. 2(a) 
(showing the case k=5). The following formula (denoted by k-CHAIN(x1, ..., 
xk, zl, ..., Zk!)) syntactically describes the interpretation f this pendant: 
k k 
/k (eo,(xi)VMAX(xi)) A DISTk(Xi ..... Xk) A %*(xl) A e~,(Xz) A V ~G*(xi) 
i=1 i=3 
k~ k 
A A (--7 MAX(z1) A--1 eG*(zi)) A DISTk!(Zl,..., Zk!) A A zlSxi 
i= I  i=1 
A Zkt-iSZk!-i-i A Vt tSxi --*t=zl A /~ Vt(tSzi--*t=zi+l) 
i=o  i i=1 
A Vt"-'l tSZk! A VZ ZlSZ--)" Z=X i A A Vz(zi+lSZ"-~z=zi)" 
i=1 i=1 
Remark 4.2. Due to the fact that the cardinality of G (hence that of G*) is at least 3, 
there are always such chain pendants. 
(e) I f  the set K contains all the (k -  2) maximal elements of P'~(G) and 2 elements of 
G*, imaoes of disconnected elements of G, then the pendant will be as in Fig. 2(b) (still 
with k=5). The following formula (denoted by k-LOOP(xl,...,Xa, Zl,...,Zk~)) 
k-2=3 
x4 8 ~5 • e lements  
"~ -~ -- inlevell 
n=3 elements 
xl ~ x 3  in level 2 
z1 
I k--5 andn--3 I T zl 
Ik-CHAIN pendan~ .,kz . . . . . . .  
" ' • z2 k !=5!=120 
o e lements  
° in 5 -CHAIN  i:::: edant 
Fig. 2(a). 
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k-2=3 
X4 A x elements 
x3•  • g 5 inlevel 1 
xI=f(g) x2=f(g') • n=3 elements 
- -  in level 2 
zl k=5 and n=3 
-~gYg' and -~g'Tgl 
ze z3 [k-LOOP pendan~ 
74 Z5 k!=5!=120 
. . .  elements 
in k-LOOP z116 T pen a t 
Zl18 ~ Zll9 
Fig. 2(b). 
syntactically describes the interpretation of this pendant. 
k 
A (~o*(xi)V MAX(x0) A DISTk(Xl .... , Xk) A eG,(xl) A 6o*(x2) 
i=1 
k k~ 




A Zk!-iSZk!-i-2 A z2Sz 1 A Zk[SZk!- 1 A zISX 1 A z1Sx 2 
i=O 
, [[- tSx lAtSx2A ] } k!-2 
A ~/t ~[Vu(u~x 1 A/~/~ x2)---)--7 tgu -~ t : z1  A A i=2 
Vt(tSzi--* t=zi+ J
A Vt [ tSz l - -+( t : z  2 V t:z3) ] A Vt(tSZk~_~  t=ZkO A Vt~ tSZk~ 
k!-3 
A Vt[z lSt~(t=xl  Vt=xz) ]A  A Vz(zi+zSz ~z=z i )  
i=1 
A VZ(z2Sz'-~Z=ZI) A VZ[Zk!SZ"~(Z=Zk!_ 1 V Z=Zk!-2) ] 
(f) I f  the set K contains all the (k -  2) maximal elements of P'~(G) and 2 elements f(g) 
andf(g') of G*, such that gvg', and 7 g'yg, then the pendant will be as in Fig. 2(c) (still 
with k=5). The following formula (denoted by k-FORK(xl, . . . ,xk, zl .... ,Zk0) 
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k-2=3 
x4 x5 elements 
X3 • • • in level 1 
xl=f(g) x2=f(g') n=3 elements 
• in level 2 
k=5 and n=3 
gyg' and --,g'yg 
k-FORK pendant 
z3 I I z4  
k!=5!=120 
z5 6 ~ z6 elements 
" "  in 5-FORK  ill i zl  pndantxo 
Fig. 2(c). 
syntactically describes the interpretation of this pendant: 
k 
f (eo,(xi)V MAX(x0) A DISTk(Xl,..., Xk) f EG,(X1) A EG,(X2) 
i=1 
k k! 
A f MAX(xi) A f (--1 MAX(zi) A -1 e~,(zi)) A DISTk,(Zl, ..., Zk,) 
i=3 i=1 
k! -4- 
f f zM-iSZk!-i-2 f ZESZ 1 f zaSz 2 i z1Sx 1 i z1Sx 2 f ZESX 2 
i=o 
1 } A Vt[Lvu(uC:xl A U•Xz)---,--n tSuJ ~ t=zl A i=2A Vt(tSzl--* t=zl+2) 
A Vt--q tSZk!-I A Vt--n tSZk! A Vt[zlSt--*(t=xt V t=x2)] 
M-2 
A Vt[z2St--*(t=zl V t=x2)]  A f Vz(z~+2Sz ~ z=zi) 
i=2 
f Vz(z3Sz --~ z ~-~z2) 
(g) I f  the set K contains all the (k -  2) maximal elements of P'~(G) and 2 elements f (g) 
andf(g') of G*, such that gTg' and g'Yg, then the pendant will be as in Fig. 2(d) (still 
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k-2=3 
X 4 X5 elements 
x3 • • • in level 1 
xl=f(g) 
A x2=f(g' ) A n=3 elements 
in level 2 
k=5 and n=3 
gyg' and g'yg 
k-FORKBIS pendant 








with k=5). The following formula k-FORKBIS(xI, x2, . . . ,  Xk, ZI, . . . ,  Zk! ) syntacti- 
cally describes the interpretation of this pendant: 
k 
A (~a*(xi)VMAX(xi)) A DISTk(Xl, ..., Xk) A ~a*(xj  A ~a*(x2) 
i=1  
k k~ 
A A MAX(x/) A /~ (--1 MAX(zi) A m ~a.(z/)) A DISTk,(Zl . . . . .  Zk,) 
i=3  i=1 
A A Zk~-iSZkr-/-2 A zzSzl A zaSz2 A ziSxl A zlSx2 
i=0  
} k!-2 
A vt[LVu(u#x I A u#xj -~m tSu 
/=2  
Vt(tSz/ ~ t=zi+ 2) 
A Vt(tSzl --+ t=z2) A Vt[tSz2~(t=z3 V t=z4)]  
A Vt~ tSZk~-i A Vt-~ tSzgt A Vt[zlSt~(t=Xl V t--x2) ] 
A Vt(zzSt --* t=zl)  
A 
k! -2  
A VZ(Zi+2Sz ~ Z=ZI) A Vz(z3Sz----rz=z2). 
i=2  
After these operations, each element is in one and only one of the three exclusive 
situations: in the set of S-maximal elements or in G* or in a pendant. 
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The disjunction k-CHAIN(xi, X2,  . . .  , Xk, Z I , . . .  , Zk! )Vk-LOOP(x i ,  x2 , . . . ,  Xk, 
zi . . . . .  Zk!)Vk-FORK(xx,  x2, ..., Xk, Zl, ... , Zk!)Vk-FORK(x2, x i  . . . . .  Xk, Zi, ... , Zk!)Vk- 
FORKBIS(xl ,xz, . . . ,xk,  zi .... ,Zkt) is abbreviated as k-PEND(xl,x2 . . . . .  Xk, 
Z~ . . . . .  Zkt) The k-fork pendant being asymmetric, it has to appear twice in formula 
k-PEND in order to deal with the two possibilities it generates. 
Remark 4.3. In the last three features (namely the nonchain pendants), the so-called 
element zi in formulae (i.e. the uppermost element in the pendant) S-succeeds x~ and 
x2 but not the other x~'s, whereas in chain pendants this element z~ succeeds all xi's. 
Indeed, in nonchain pendants, elements X3--Xk represent all S-maximal elements, and 
we demand that only elements of G'S-succeed all maximal elements. 
Now, for any elementf(g) of G* such that gTg, we set f (g )S f (g )  and we draw a loop 
coming from f (g )  and returning to it. 
Remark 4.4. We must pay attention to the fact that when we constructed the chain 
pendants, we connected certain S-maximal elements to certain elements of level three. 
Consequently, the following situation arises: there are couples x and y such that there 
is an arrow from x to y without intermediate points (and then ySx) and another path, 
also from x to y, but using a third point z so that ySzSx.  Similarly, in the asymmetric 
pendant of Fig. 2(c), we have z2Sy and z2SzlSy.  Moreover, S may be partly reflexive, 
depending on the initial relation ~. The very definition of a successor relation induced 
by an order is contradictory with the three previous tatements which S verifies. On 
these grounds, the obtained interpretation f S cannot be the successor of an ordering 
but will contain such a successor, and some more couples corresponding precisely to 
the three situations we have just described. Let us remind that this is precisely the 
reason why we call it a quasi-successor. 
Let us now apply this construction to the structure of cardinality 3 drawn in 
Fig. 3(a). We show the resulting structure for polynomial Ps in Fig. 3(b) (on readabil- 
ity grounds, all arrows are omitted). 
Let us return to the proof of Lemma 4.1. Now, we shall provide the syntactical 
writing of a sentence P'-'~(q~) describing the transformed structures. We remind the 
reader that in this section, the image-language will be L*= {S}. 
First, let us S-define the ordering (denoted by ~<) induced by S over F. Let us 
introduce the reflexive closure of S that we denote by S'. Due to the fact that the 
constructed structure P"~(G) is of constant height k!+ 2, we can give the following 
3 
Fig. 3(a). 
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:S 
i t 
[k=5 and n=3 [
A ~ k-2=3 elements 
"ll~f(g~)/~-'--~N~-"~ n=3 elements 
vel 2 
I .a/ ~ [ k!=5!=120 
• Q Q • elements in
• ] [ • each 
• I I 7 pendant 
:ii: 
n+k-2 6 ( k )45) =6 pendants inthe graph 
Fig. 3(b). 
first-order L*-definition: x~y iff ~Z 1 , . .  ~Zk! xStz lS  t .. .  Stzk!Sty.  We shall now freely 
use in our formulae the symbol ~< as an abbreviation of this L*-formula. 
Let us remind that MAX is the formula Vy-n xSy (cf. Section 3.3), and that elements 
of G* are characterized astotally submaximal in P'~(G) and are consequently defined 
by the formula ~ MAX(x) A Vy[MAX(y) - - ,xSy]  denoted by eG*. 
Two elements satisfying c~, are images of 7-connected members of G iff they verify 
the formula 7* defined by: ca,(x) A cG,(y) A [x¢y- - '~Xa. . .3Xk3Z l  ... 3Zk~ 
(k-FORK(x, y, x3, ..., Xk, Zl . . . . .  Zk! )Vk -FORKBIS(x ,  y, x3 .... , Xk, Zl, ..., Zk0)] A 
Ix = y~ xSy]. In other words, the assertion expressing that two elements are images of 
7-linked elements of  G is actually translated by a formula meaning that these two 
elements are totally submaximal and they are strictly greater than a common k-fork or 
k-forkbis pendant. By this device the bijectionffrom G onto G* becomes an isomor- 
phism from (G, ~) onto (G*, 7"). 
Once more ¢(~o*,7") is the weak relativization of ¢ to ca. and 7* indicating that in 
Pk(G) the totally submaximal elements till verify ¢. 
Now, we have to write a sentence Pk(¢) describing our transformed structures. 
t.,_/ 
With this aim in view, we want the formula Pk(¢) to express four conditions. 
Condition C1: It is the conjunction of the following requisites: (relation ~< is 
a partial ordering) and (the structure (G*, 7*) defined by ca* and 7* is a graph model 
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of ~b) and (there are at least 3 dements verifying ~. )  and (there are exactly k -2  
S-maximal elements) and (relation S has just a few more couples than the successor 
relation induced by ~<). 
This is syntactically formalized by the sentence 41 below. 
~<-ORDER A ~b (~*'~*) A 3x~y3z[DIST3(x, y, z) A ~a*(x) A ~a*(Y) A ~a*(z)] 
A ELTS(MAX, k-2)  A VxVy(xSy~[SUC(x ,y )V{x=yA~. (x )}  
V {x ~ y A ~x2 ... 3Xk3Z2 ... 3Zk! k-FORK(x2, y, x3, ..., Xk, X, Z2, ..., Zk!)} 
V (x  ~ y A ~x 1 ... ~Xk~Z 2 .., ~Zk! k-CHAIN(x1, ..., Xk, X, Z 2 . . . . .  Zk!) 
The desired sentence Pk(C~) has also to formalize the requisites on cardinality. In 
order to realize these conditions, we have constructed our quasi-successor S in such 
a way as to force it to verify various (and S-expressible) properties. More precisely, 
considering k distinct elements verifying eG* or MAX, the necessary properties of 
cardinalities will be imposed by the conditions C2, Ca and C4. 
Condition C 2 : It ensures the existence for any set of cardinality k in G* u MAX of k ! 
distinct elements in the complement ofG* ~ MAX in F disposed according to one of 
the four kinds of features provided by pendants. This is syntactically expressible by the 
following formula 42: 
Vxl ... VXk A (eG*(xi)VMAX(x~)) A DISTk(Xl,..., Xk) 
i= l  
Remark 4.5. The very definition of pendants prevents the following two situations: 
the existence of more than k! elements in a pendant and the existence of several 
pendants for the same set of k elements in G* u MAX. 
Condition C3: It demands that all pendants be disjoint; as a formalization ofCa, we 
take the following sentence 43: 
Vxl VXkVyl Vyk 6 D I WOrn  
k 
A /k (~o*(xi)VMAX(xi)) A DISTk(Xl ..... Xk) 
i=1  
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A /k (e~.(yi)VMAX(yi)) A DISTk(yl .... , Yk) 
i=1 
DIFFSETk(Xl, ..., Xk; Yl . . . .  , yk) l---'3Zl ... 3Zkt3tl ... 3tk~ A 
[DIST2k! (zl, ..., zk!, tx, ... , tk!) 
A k-PEND(xl .... , Xk, zl , . . . ,  Zk!) 
k-PEND(yl, ..., Yk, t~ .... , tk~) ] }. A 
Condition C4: It just expresses the partition of F in 3 cosets which are, respect- 
ively, made up of the set of all maximal elements, G* and the union of all pendants. 
This is in turn, syntactically given using the sentence ~/4: 
{MAX(x) V ~a*(x)V ~XI ... ~Xk3ZI . . .  ~Zk, [k -PEND(x  I . . . .  ,Xk,  Z i , . . .  , ZkO Vx 
/k X =Z i . 
i= l  
We are now in a position to claim that if Pk(¢) is ~1 A ~2 A ~3 A @4 then 
Pk((G, 7))  is its model. Conversely, if Q is a finite model of Pk(¢), one verifies that the 
structure (H ,~)  defined by eG* and 7" is a graph model of ¢, with 
card(Q)=Pk(card(H)). [] 
Remark 4.6. The height of the constructed structure P/"~((G, 7)) is k!+2, which 
depends only on the polynomial and neither on the sentence q5 nor on the model 
(G, ~,) of ¢. 
Now, we shall deal with the case of our basic polynomial of degree 2, namely 
Pz (X) = X 2 ...[_ 2. The following presentation ofLemma 4.7 refers to the proof of Woods 
[13] for the very square. But we consider that, among all polynomials of degree 2, the 
square is not the most interesting one. In order to use a polynomial of degree 2 in the 
general process of transformations, we would rather take X2+2 than X 2 itself. Its 
main advantage is that the heights of the transformed structures can be made 
constant, while the heights of such transformed structures under X z (following 
Woods' proof) may be 2 or 3 depending on the initial relation. 
Lemma 4.7 (Woods [13]). I f  S is a one-binary spectrum, then P2(S) is also a one- 
binary spectrum. 
Proof. As usual, we follow the sketch given in Section 3.2. First, we describe the 
semantical transformations of the finite models of a given sentence ¢. Let (G, 7) be 
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such a structure of cardinality ne S(qS) and G* be an amorphous set of same cardinality; 
let fbe a bijection from G onto G*. Let F be an over-set of G* of cardinality n2 +2. 
Now, we can construct a relation denoted by S, the interpretation of which over 
F provides the structure X/U~+2((G, 7)). So, our image-language will be L*= {S} 
again. The S-maximal elements of this structure are the elements of G*. Under every 
pair of maximal elements of F we hang a pendant of two elements. We shall name 
these pendants as the corresponding ones in Lemma 4.1, even if they look different. 
Besides, there will be no chain pendants, so there are only three cases and three 
different possible pendants. If the considered pair {f(g),f(g')} is such that -7 g?g' and 
-7 g'Tg the pendant is a 2-loop (cf. Fig. 4(a)), if gTg' and --7 g'Yg (or g'Tg and --n gTg'), 
the pendant is a 2-fork (cf. Fig. 4(b)) and if gyg' and g'Tg, the pendant is a 2-forkbis 
(cf. Fig. 4 (c)). This operation uses all elements of F \ G* once and only once except two 
of them, since we have card(F\G*)=2(~)+2. 
Now, for any elementf(g) of G* such that g7g, we setf(g)Sf(g) and we draw a loop 
coming from f(g) and returning to it. 
Concerning the two elements which are left, we hang them S-under all elements of 
G* and one under the other. Their situation will be denoted by the unary formula 
UNDER. The role of these two additional elements i to fix up to three the total height 
of relation S. The first pendant is syntactically described by the following formula 
x=f(g) y=f(g') n=3 
• ~ elements 
in level 1 
k!=2 
k=2andn=3 I~•~ / ek~ements 
-~gyg' and~g'yg] \ / t  in 2-LOOP 
2-LOOP pendant I ~ t pendant 
(a) 
n=3 
• ~ Y=f(g')JD elements 
x=f (g)~ / /  inlevell 
t z  ]" k!=2 
k=? and n-3 I T / elements 
g'/g and-~g'l'g [ 1// in 2-FORK 
2-FORK pendantJ • t pendant 
(b) 
n=3 
• 0 ,  y=f(g').~ elements 
x=f(g)"~ / in level 1 
• k!=2 
k=2 and n=3 "~ z £iements 
gyg' and g'Tg I in 2-FORKBIS 
2-FORKBIS pendant 0 t pendant 
(c) 
Fig. 4. 
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denoted by 2-LOOP(x, y, z, t): 
~o,(x) A eG,(y) A x¢y  A --7 eo,(z) A -7 ea,(t) A -7 UNDER(z) 
A --n UNDER(t) A zCt  A zSx A zSy A tSx A tSy A Vu[(uSx A uSy 
A --q UNDER(u))~(u=z V u=t)]  A Vu(zSu~(u=x V u=y)) 
A Vu(tSu--,(u--x V u=y)). 
The second pendant is syntactically described by the following formula denoted by 
2-FORK(x, y, z, t): 
eo,(x) A eo*(y) A x ~ y A --7 eo,(z) A -~ eo,(t ) A ~ UNDER(z) 
A --7 UNDER(t) A z#t  A zSx A zSy A tSz A tSy A Vu[(uSx A uSy 
A --q UNDER(u))~u=z] A Vu[(uSy A 3v(uSvSx A v=/:x) 
A-q UNDER(u))~u=t] A Vu[zSu~(u=x V u=y)] 
A Vu[tSu~(u=z V u=y)]. 
The third pendant is syntactically described by the following formula denoted by 
2-FORKBIS(x, y, z, t): 
eo*(x) A eo*(y) A xCy A-7 eo,(z) A-7 eG*(t) A-1 UNDER(z) 
A -7 UNDER(t) A z#t  A zSx A zSy A tSz A gu[(uSx A uSy 
A--q UNDER(u))~(u=z V u=t)]  A Vu(uSz~u=t) 
A Vu[zSu~(u=x V u=y)] A Vu(tSu~u=z). 
We shall shorten the disjunction 2-LOOP(x, y, z, t) V2-FORK(x, y, z, t) 
V2-FORK(y, x, z, t)V2-FORKBIS(x, y, z, t) by 2-PEND(x, y, z, t). 
Now, as an illustration of the method, we can briefly show this construction with an 
example: if we transform the structure drawn in Fig. 5(a) under polynomial P2, we 
obtain the structure drawn in Fig. 5(b) (all arrows are omitted). 
Let us return to the proof of Lemma 4.3. Now, it is time to pass on to the syntactical 
step, where we exhibit a sentence XZ+2(~b) describing the previously constructed 
structures X/5~(<G, 7>)- 
First, let us define the reflexive closure S' of S and the partial ordering ~< induced by 
S' over F. The following definition works: x ,~ y lff ~z xS zS y, since the total height of 
relation S is three. 
Elements of G* are the S-maximal elements and are defined by our usual formula 
MAX that we denote by co*. 
Two elements verifying ca* are images of elements of G which were v-linked iff they 
verify the formula 7" defined by: ~o,(x) A eo,(y) A [x #y~3z3 t (2-FORK(x, y, z, t)V2- 
FORKBIS(x,y,z, t))] A [x=y~xSy] .  As previously, the bijectionffrom G onto G* 
becomes an isomorphism from <G,7> onto <G*,y*>. 
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The formula denoted by UNDER is syntactically described by the following 
formula 7 I++(X) A Vy [+(y)-+x d y]. 
Now, we have to write a sentence X 2 + 2(45) as promised in the main theorem. For 
this purpose, we want the sentence X 2 + 2(4) to express the conditions below. 
Condition C,: (< is a partial ordering) and (the structure (G*, y*) defined by 
Ed* and y* is a graph model of 4) and (there are at least 3 elements verifying Ed*) and 
(there are exactly 2 elements verifying UNDER and one under the other) and (S 
contains the successor relation associated with < and a few more couples). This is 
syntactically expressed by the following sentence tJ1: 
Q-ORDER A 4’ fc*,y*)A3x3y3z [DIST,(X,~,Z)AE&)AE~*(~)AE~+(Z)] 
A3x3y[x#y A UNDER(~)AUNDER(~)A~S~AV~{~SZ+E~+)} 
AVz(zSy -+ z=x} AVz{xSz -+ z=y> AVzlzSx] AVxVy[xSy 
-+(SUC(x,y)V{x=y A l &x)}V(x#y A 3z3t2-FORKBIS(x,z,t,y)))], 
where @CLAY*) is the weak relativization of 4 to EC* and y*, meaning that the maximal 
elements of the new model X 2 + 2( (G, y)) still verify 4. 
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Sentence X z+ 2(q~) has also to formalize the condition of cardinality. In order to 
realize it, we force the relation S to verify several properties (without forgetting that 
these demands have to be syntactically expressible within our image-language 
L*= {S)). More precisely we impose conditions C2-C4. 
Condition C2: for any pair of distinct elements verifying cG,, the existence of exactly 
two distinct elements outside of G* and not verifying UNDER disposed according 
to one of the three features (the so-called pendants) which are described above 
in Fig. 4(a)-(c); this can be syntactically expressed by the following sentence 
~t2: VxVy[cG*(x)AcG*(y) A xCy] ~ 3z3t 2-PEND(x,y,z,t). 
Condition Ca: Two pendants located under two distinct pairs are disjoint; this 
condition Ca can be formalized in a straightforward manner by the following sentence 
~9a: 
VxVyVzVt [ca, (x) A cG, (y) A ca, (z) A ca, (t) A x ¢ y A z ¢ t 
A DIFFSET2(x, y; z, t)] ~ 3 u3 v3 w3s [DISTg(u , v, w, s) 
A 2-PEND (x, y, u, v) A 2-PEND (z, t, w, s)]. 
Condition C4: Any element is in G* or verifies UNDER, or is in a pendant under 
a pair of elements of G*; this is syntactically expressed by the following sentence 
~4: Vx {c~, (x) V UNDER(x).V 3 y 3 z 3 t [2-PEND(y, z, x, t)V2-PEND (y, z, t, x)] }. 
Now, the sentence X f~f+ 2(q~) is nothing else but ~I A ~k2 A ~a A ~4. 
Finally, one verifies that the structured set X'XU~+2((G,7)) does actually realize 
a model of X~2+ 2(q5). Conversely, if (F, S) is a model of P2 (q~), it is easy to show that 
the L*-definable substructure (G*, 7")  defined by c~, and 7" is a graph model of ~b, 
with card(F)=(card(G*))2+2. []
Remark 4.8. This proof does not enter in the scope of Lemma 4.1 because the 
construction differs in three points: there are no chain pendants, S-maximal elements 
are those of G* and there are two additional UNDER elements. 
4.2. Transforming one-binary spectra by polynomials with positive coefficients 
In this section, we intend to pursue the proof of the main theorem by providing 
transformations under polynomials which are positive linear combinations of the 
basic Pk'S of Section 4.1. We should note that, at this step, we are unable to deal with 
general linear combinations of the Pk: the reader will note that the method dealing 
with negative coefficients (cf. Section 4.3) is specific and quite different. Let us recall 
that a polynomial P(X) is a positive linear combination of polynomials Qi(X) for 
0~<i~<k if there exist positive integers CO,...,Ck, where Ck~O SO that 
P(X) = y~= o ci Q I(X). Let P(X) be a linear combination of the basic Pi's; we shall call 
adequate valuation of P (or by abuses valuation of P ) the  smallest index with 
a coefficient different from zero. The key result of this section is contained in the 
following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.9. Let P(X)=~k=0 aiPi(X) be a polynomial, with all ai's nonnegative and 
k >>. 3. The range of any one-binary spectrum under P is also a one-binary spectrum. 
Proofi In the three first subsections of this proof, we assume that the valuation ct of 
our polynomial P is at least equal to 3. We still follow the sketch given in Section 3.2. 
(a) Determination of the range of a structure and construction of its diagram. We 
describe within the language L* = {S } a first semantical pproach to the construction 
of the structure /3((@7) ) from (G,7), which is a finite one-binary structure of 
cardinality neS(q~) model of an L-sentence ~b. We pile up in a precise order a suitable 
number of disjoint copies of each previously constructed/3i((G, 7)) for i ~< k. Precisely, 
for each ai > 0, we consider al copies of/~g((G, 7)) and we number them H1, ~, . . . ,  Ha, i" 
Then we pile up these copies Hj, ~'s according to the lexicographic ordering of couples 
(i,j)'s where index i prevails. Drawing figures, we shall place Ha~,k at the highest place 
of the pile. Let ct ~> 3 be the valuation of P: we place Hi, ,  at the lowest place in the pile. 
We call each Hj,~ a cell or a stage and we enumerate them according to the 
lexicographic order of (i, j)'s: we call pth stage or pth cell the pth Hi, ~ according to this 
ordering. 
Over each Hj,~, there is an interpretation S j,~ of the binary predicate symbol S of the 
language. We determine a new interpretation, also denoted by S, of the binary 
predicate symbol S over the disjoint union of Hj, g's (denoted by F) by defining the 
restriction of S on every coset of the partition and by adding links between elements of 
different Hj, i's following points (a)-(d) below. 
(a) For each (i,j) such that a<~i<<.k and 1 <<.j<~ai, we impose that the restriction 
Slnj,, of S to nj, i is Sj, i. 
(b) Then, between the different cells, S will be determined according to points (c) 
and (d) below. We put the cells Hi, ~ one above the other as we said, and we obtain the 
diagram of Fig. 6. Now, and simultaneously, we connect hem in two different ways, 
each cell being connected to the one underneath and to the maximal cell. 
(c) First, each stage (except he lowest one) is connected to the one immediately 
below denoted by forcing each maximal element of the lower cell to quasi-succeed the 
lowest element of each chain pendant (the reader is reminded that there are always 
such chains as seen in Section 4.1) of the upper cell. 
(d) Second, the uppermost stage Ha~,k needs an additional treatment. For that, we 
introduce an enumeration of G and, for every (j, i), an interpretation of the member- 
ship to G* within Hi, i which is denoted by G** and of the relation 7* which is denoted 
by * 7j,i. We also introduce the isomorphismfj, i from (G, 7 ) onto <.'Gj, i,yj, i ) . *  * " Doing so, 
we get an enumeration of any G** inside the Hj, i. The particular substructure 
G* * " ~,k, ~ ,  k ? will be distinguished to be the G* of the statement of the main theorem 
and, in the same way, fa~,, will play the role off, and, roughly speaking, we intend to 
realize via S all the isomorphisms fj, i °fa~, ~, for every (j, i )~ (a,, k). Let g be an element 
of G; for every (j, i)¢(ak, k), the element fj,,(g) quasi-succeeds the element fa~,k(g). 
Doing so, we add exactly k- Z,=~ a~ + ak-- 1 additional quasi-successors to each element 
off~,k(G). 
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ak disjoint copies 
of structure Pk((G,y)) 
numbered from 
(1,k) to (ak,k) 
a~ disjoint copies 
of structure Pi((G,7)) 
numbered from 
(1,i) to (ai,i) 
<HI  
Fig. 6. 
Remark 4.10. The height of the structured/3((G, 7)) is y/k=, ai(i! +2). 
Remark 4.11. We remind the reader that the structuring relation S of/3( (G, 7 )) is not 
a successor but a quasi-successor relation, since in each Hi, ~ some pendants create 
short circuits and S may be partly reflexive. Moreover, the necessity of adding links 
from the uppermost copy G*k,k to all the vertices of all the G*i's creates ome more 
properties of transitivity scattered over the structure. 
Let us return to the proof to observe that only the first stage is used to describe the 
range of graph (G, 7). All other stages are only used to reach the desired cardinality 
but as a matter of fact, they have to be structured as well to insure these cardinality 
properties. Indeed, it is clear that our construction provides a structure/3((G, 7)) so 
that card(/~((G, 7)))= P(card(G)) which contains alot of substructures isomorphic to 
(G, 7) among which we have distinguished the one that lies in the uppermost cell. The 
difficult part of the proof consists in the whole syntactical description of/3((G, 7 ))just 
using one binary symbol. This is what we have to do in the two following subsections 
of the proof, in order to produce from ~b and P a sentence representing the/;((G, 7))'s 
when the (G, 7)'s belong to GEN(~b). 
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(b) First semantical characterization. We want to give a first semantical character- 
ization of the structure constructed in point (a) above. It will be necessary to speak 
about heights of elements and this is only possible by counting up levels from the 
bottom because of the existence of short circuits due to some pendants and to the links 
connecting the upper stage H,~, k to all the others. We must insist on the fact that the 
reference of our counting is the minimum element of the chains so that an element is 
localized by a sort of distance at the minimum element of a chain to which it belongs. 
We make an extensive use of the length of an S-chain which is nothing else but the 
cardinality of the underlying set. We will use the following relations: 
(R1) a new quasi-successor relation S' which is the reflexive closure of S; 
(R2) a relation of partial ordering, denoted by ~, which is the set of the couples 
that are S'-enchainable in h steps (several of which being eventually due to reflexivity 
of S'), namely the set {(x, y); 3z, . . .3zhxS'Zl A ... AziS'Zi+l A ... AzhS'y}, where h is 
y/[=, a~(i! +2)-2 ;  the proof of the ordered character of this relation follows from the 
one-way direction imposed by S that prevents cycles; 
(R3) DEFINEDEPTHMAX(x) meaning that x has no quasi-successor and is the 
minimum of a strict S-chain of maximum length Y~= 3 ai(i! + 2); 
(R4) MAXj, i(x) expressing the fact that x is maximal inside Hi, i; 
(R5) G*i(x) expressing membership to the set denoted by the same symbol; 
(R6) MINj, i(x) expressing the fact that x is at the bottom of an/-chain pendant 
inside Hi. i; 
Remark 4.12. DEFINEDEPTHMAX and MINI,~ have the same interpretation. 
(R7) Hi, i(x ) expressing membership of the set denoted by the same symbol; 
(R8) 7i*~ expressing the range underf~ ~ of relation 7 over G*. 
, J ,Z"  
Now, the S-structure/3(<G, V >) is characterized by the conjunction of the following 
semantical properties (at the moment we mix properties of S and of S-definable 
relations for which no syntactical symbol will appear in the sequel): 
(P1) S' antisymmetric; 
(P2) ~< is an ordering; 
(P3) S contains the successor relation associated to ~< and a few more couples; 
(P4) card(Ga*k,k)~> 3; 
(P5) there exists an element verifying DEFINEDEPTHMAX; 
(P6) there are exactly k -2  ~<-maximal e ements; 
(P7) the Hj,~'s determine a partition of/3((G, ~, >); 
(P8) each Hi, ~is isomorphic to/~((G, ?>); 
(P9) any element verifying MINj,~ has any element verifying MAXi,,~, as quasi- 
successor when (j, i) is the successor of (j', i') according to lexicographic order of (i,j)'s 
which is based on priority of i's; 
(P10) for any (j,i) (except for (ak, k)), there are S-links defining an isomorphism 
"G* * " "G* * "" between ~ i,i, Yi,i? and ~, ak,k,~)ak,k/~, 
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(c) Second semantical characterization. In this subsection, our aim is to replace 
semantical definitions and properties of subsection (b), which are not expressible in 
first-order language, by equivalent definitions and properties which can be translated 
in the considered first-order language L*= {S }. 
First of all, the relations S', ~< and DEFINEDEPTHMAX will have syntactical 
translations based on their very definitions. Then let us give alternative semantical 
definitions for the remaining relations (R4)-(R8). For that purpose, we must remind 
the reader of some properties of the constructed structure/3((G, 7)). 
We observe that we can distinguish in/3((G, 7)) four kinds of elements (see Fig. 7) 
described in points (a)-(d) below. 
(a) Elements which are maximal elements of the Hj, i's and form the set MAXj, i 
inside Hj, i- 
(b) Elements which are totally submaximal in each given Hj, i and form the set 
G*i inside Hi, i. 
(c) Elements which can be localized from the bottom by their number on an 
S-chain of maximal length of/3 ((G, 7)) (among them, there are the elements of the two 
previous forms but we prefer to mention them as particular cases because we shall 
make an extensive use of predicate symbols defining them). 
(d) Elements which are not of the three previous forms: such an element x of a given 
Hj,~ belongs to a nonchain pendant and must be localized along one of a lot of 
possible paths of the same length which are S-chains that cannot be extended and that 
we shall describe immediately. First, such a path goes upwards along an S-chain C 
of maximal length of /3((G,7)) from the minimum of C (verifying DEFINE- 
DEPTHMAX) to the unique point 9 = G*ic~C, and second, it goes downwards from 
this point g to x along a possible unextendible S-chain inside Hj,~. We observe that 
this part of the considered path is characterized as an initial segment of an S-chain 
going downwards from g to a minimal element both in Hj, i and in/3((G, 7 )) which is 
different from the minimal elements of/3((G, ~ )) (verifying DEFINEDEPTHMAX). 
We shall also make use of the convenient notion of a good chain; namely, for any 
integer fl, we introduce a relation denoted fl-GOODCHAIN(x) and meaning that x is 
the maximum of a good chain of length ft. An S-chain shall be called good iff the 
uppermost point belongs neither to G'k, k nor to MAXa~,, and the lowest one verifies 
DEFINEDEPTHMAX and it cannot be extended. This remark allows us to give the des- 
ired logical equivalent definitions of the following relations in a straightforward manner: 
(R4.1) the relation MAXak, k(X) holds iff x is not a quasi-successor; 
(R5.1) the relation G*k(X) holds iff x is totally submaximal; 
(R4.2) the relation MAXj, i(x) holds iff 
x is the upper element of a good chain of length ~- 1 Y~,,, = 3 am(m! + 2) + j (i! + 2); 
(R5.2) the relation G*i(x) holds iff 
x is the upper element of a good chain of length ~-~/m-_-13 am(m! + 2)+j(i! + 2)--1); 
(R6) the relation MINj, i(x) holds iff 
x is the upper element of a good chain of length F~---13 a,,(m! + 2)+ j(iI + 2)-( i !+ 1); 
(R7.1) for any (j, i)¢(ak, k), the relation Hj,~(x) holds iff 
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MAXj, i(x) or G*i(x) or MINj, i(x) or x is strictly between an element of G*~ and an 
element verifying MINj, i (elements which will be characterized by their heights in 
/3( (G, 7 ))) or x is strictly ~< -lesser than an element gverifying G*. and ~<-greater than J , t  
an element without quasi-successor, not verifying DEFINEDEPTHMAX (i.e. ending 
a non-chain pendant) and such that the length of a chain going from g to x is less than 
i! + 1 (i.e. not belonging to another cell); 
(R7.2) the relation H,k,k(X) holds iff 
MAXak,k(X) or G*~,k(x) or MINak, k(X) or x is strictly between an element of G*~,k(x) 
and an element verifying MINa~,k(X) (elements which will be characterized by the 
height within/3((G,7>)) or x is ~<-lesser than an element 9 verifying G*,k(X) and 
x is ~<-greater than an element without quasi-successor, not verifying DEFINE- 
DEPTHMAX and x is such that the length of a chain going from 9 to x is less than 
k!+ 1 and x does not belong to any Hj, i for (j,i)#(ak, k); 
* X (R8) the relation 7j,~( , Y) holds iff 
G*i(x) and G*i(y) and [ (x#y and they are quasi-predecessor of an /-fork or 
i-forkbis pendant of the same stage Hj, z) or (x=y and xSy)]. 
We now introduce a new technically convenient relation: 
(R9) the relation ISOMj, i(x,y) holds iff x verifies G*,k and y verifies G*- J , t  
(for (i,j)va(ak, k)) and ySx and they are in the exactly same relative position 
with any S-enchainable couple of elements of these two different isomorphic opies 
of G. 
Now, let us give alternative semantical properties. First of all, all the previously 
listed properties except (P3), (P8) and (P10) will be syntactically defined from their 
very definitions. For the exceptions let us give alternative semantical properties which 
are equivalent. 
(P3) For any pair of S-enchainable elements either it is connected by the very 
successor of ~<, or it is a reflexive point for S, or it belongs to a chain pendant or a fork 
pendant, or the two elements verify ISOM. 
(P8) For any (j, i), this property holds iff (in virtue of Lemma 4.2) the (ordinarily) 
relativized sentence Pi(~b) uj.' is satisfied. 
(P10) For any (j,i) except (ak, k), every element verifying G*. quasi-succeeds J , t  
a single one verifying G*ak, ," conversely, every element verifying G*k has in 
any Hie, one single quasi-successor verifying G*.'j,,, besides an element verifying 
G*,k and its single quasi-successor verifying G*. j,, are in isomorphic situations (i.e. 
verify ISOMj, i). 
(d) Syntactical part of the proof First, we give the syntactical definitions of the 
relations defined in step (b) and (c), and second, we exhibit ten L*-sentences, the 
conjunction of which is/~(q~). The positive integer h denotes (1) the sum y,~= 3 ai(i!+ 2) 
which is fixed, (2) depends on the considered polynomial P and (3) does not depend on 
q5 nor on the chosen model of qS. Making a convenient and usual confusion between 
a symbol and its interpretation, we have to S-define the chosen symbols. However, we 
observe that we do not add any symbol to the language L* = {S} and we just intend to 
use the S-defined symbols as abbreviations coding the corresponding S-formulae. Let 
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us recall that the relativization used in (R8) and (R9) is the ordinary one in logic. So, 
the thirteen useful abbreviations are as follows: 
(R1) formula xS'y codes (xSy V x=y); 
(R2) formula x<~ y codes 3zi ...3zh xS'zi A ... AziS'zi+ l A ... AzhS'y; 
(R3) formula DEFINEDEPTHMAX(x) codes (Vy-7 ySx) A 3 zl... 3 Zh- 1 
xSz 1S...  SziSz~+ 1S.. .  SZh- i A D IST  h_ i ( z i ,  . . . ,  zh- i ); 
(R4.1) formula MAXak, k(X) codes --7 3y xSy; 
(R5.1) formula G*k,k(X) codes Vy (xSy~MAXa~,k(y)); 
here, we add a new convenient technical relation expressing the fact that x is the 
maximal element of an L-goodchain; 
(R0) formula L-GOODCHAIN(x) codes 
3 yi... 3 YL- i [DEFINEDEPTHMAX (yL_ i ) 
A D ISTL - 1 (Yl . . . . .  YL- 1 ) A YL - 1 SyL - 2 S. . .  Syl  Sx A -7  M AXak,  k (X) A 7 G*~. k (X)] 
A-7 3 Ya... ~ YL [DEFINEDEPTHMAX(yL) 
A DISTL(ya ..... YL) A yLSyL- i S... Sya Sx]; 
(R4.2)j, i formula MAXi, ~(x) codes [37~-=i3 am(m! + 2) +j  (i! + 2)]-GOODCHAIN(x); 
(R5.2)j, i formula G*i(x) codes [~/m-=is am(m! + 2) +j(i! + 2) -  1]-GOODCHAIN(x); 
(R6)j,i formula MIN~,i(x) codes [~-=a 3 a,,,(ml+2)+j(il+2)-(i!+I)]-GOOD- 
CHAIN(x); 
(R7.1)j, i formula Hi,/(x) codes MAX j, i(x)VG*i(x)VMINi, (x) 
G* V3y3z(  j.i(y)AMINi, i(z) Az<~x<~y A x#y A x#z)  
V3y3z3za...3zi:_a (G*i(y)A-7DEFINEDEPTHMAX(z)A ~3t  tSz A z<<.x<<.y 
A xSza S... Szix- a Sy); 
(R7.2) formula H,~,k(X) codes MAXa~,k(X)VG*k,k(X)VMIN~,k(X) 
V3y3z(G*,k(y)AMINak, k(z) Az<~x<~y A x~y A x#z)  
V~ Y~Z3ZI  . . .  ~Zk! - 1 (G*k,k(Y) A --1DEFINEDEPTHMAX(z) A-7 q t tSz 
A z<~x<<.y A xSziS...SZk!_aSyA-7HI,~(x)A...A--qH,~-a,k(X)); 
* x (R8)j,i formula 7i,~(,Y) codes G*i(x) A G*i(y)A [x # y ~ (3zi ...3Zi-E3ti ...3t~! {i- 
FORK(x, y, z~, ..., z~_ 2, q, ..., t~)nJ.'V i-FORKBIS(x, y, za, ..., z~_ 2, h,  -.., t~t) nj'' } )] 
A (x = y ~ xSy); 
(R9)i, i formula ISOMj.i(x, y) codes G* k(X) A G*i(y) A ySx 
A VzVt[(G* k(z)A G*i(t)AtSz)~{([x=z A xSz]~-+[y=t A ySt]) 
A (~/U l  . . .  ~u k _ 2 VV l  • • • V / ) i -  2 ~/w1 • • • VWk! VS1 • - .  Vsil 
[ (x#z A k-LOOP(x,z, Ua,...,Uk-2,wa,...,Wkt))*-~(y#t A i-LOOP(y,t, vi,..., 
v~_~, s~ . . . .  ,s~,))-I 
A [ (x#z A k-FORK(x,z, ul,...,Uk-2,wi .... ,Wk!))~--~(y#t A i-FORK(iv, t, vl .... , 
v~),s~, . . . , s t , ) ) ]  
A [(x ~ z A k-FORKBIS(x, z, ul,..., Uk- 2, Wi, ..., Wk! ))+-~(y #t A i-FORKBIS(y, t, vi, 
...,v,-~,sa,...,s,O)3))3. 
Finally, let us come to the second part of the work and give our ten sentences: 
(P1) leads to VxVy [(xS'yAyS'x) ~ x=y] ;  
(P2) leads to ~<-ORDER; 
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(P3) leadstoVxVy[xSy~{SUC(x,y)VV({x=yA( j ,  i  \ G*g(x) } 
V{x=/=y A 3x2...3xi~z2...3zi! i-FORK(xz,y, x3 .... ,xi, x, zz, ...,zi!) Hz~} 
V {x #y A 3xl ...3xi3z2 ...3zi, (i-CHAIN(x1 . . . . .  Xi,X, Z2, ...,zi!) n~,`  A MAXj, i(x) 
(j, i) ¢ (ak, k) 
(P4) leads to 3x3y3z (DIST3(x, y, z) A G*,k(X) A G*k,k(y ) A a*k,k(Z)); 
(P5) leads to 3x DEFINEDEPTHMAX(x);  
(P6) leads to ELTS(MAXa~,k, k-2);  
(P7) leads to Vx (I-II,~(x)V'"VHa~,k(x)); 
(P8) leads to the conjunction for all couples (j, i) such that c~ ~<i< k and 1 <.j <~ ai of 
the sentence/~(05)nj,~; 
(P9) leads to the conjunction for all couples (j, i) such that c~<~i<k and 1 <<.j<~al 
except (1,c 0 of the following sentences: Vx [MINj, i(x)~Vy (MAXj, i,(y)~ySx)]), 
where (j', i') succeeds to (i,j) in the lexicographic order of couples (i,j)'s; 
(P10) leads to the conjunction for all couples (j, i) such that ~< i<k and 1 <~j<~ai 
G* except (ak, k) of the following sentences: Vx [G*k(X)~3!y ( j,i(y)AySx)]Agx 
[G*~(x)--,3 !y (G*,~(y)/X xSy)]/~ VxVy [(G* ~(x)/x GL~(y) /~ x ~y)-~3 !z3 !t (G~(z)/~ 
G*i(t) A z ¢ t A zSx A tSy)]. 
Then, one verifies that /3((G,7)  ) is a model of the conjur/ction already denoted 
-if(0) of sentences defined from (P1)-(P10): this verification follows a straightforward 
way from the fact that properties (Pi)'s provide a complete description of the construc- 
ted structure/3((G, 7 )). Conversely, if (Q, S ) is a model of if(0), observing that every 
element is defined and localized within one of the cosets of the partition, one verifies 
that the links due to S permit us to count up exactly the cardinality of Q from the 
cardinality of the S-definable substructure (G', 7') model of 05 defined by G*,k and 
7*~,k, and that card(Q)=P(card(G')). 
(e) Case of valuation<<.3. Let us remind that k P=Y.i=o aiPz with a~>0 for i=0 to k. 
Now, let us write P = Pb~gin + P~O, where k / °begin  = ~ i = 3 ai Pi and P~.d = Z/2= oai Pi. Let us 
consider as usual, a language L whose only specific symbol consists of a binary 
relation. Let 05 be an L-sentence and (G, 7) a finite model of 05 of cardinality n~S(05). 
In order to transform (G,7)  under P, we firstly give a semantical viewpoint of the 
proposed transformations. 
Let G* be an amorphous et of cardinality n andfbe  a bijection from G onto G*. 
Let F be an over-set of G* of cardinality P(n). The previous section provides the 
construction of the structure Pb~gi,((G, ~ )) over a subset of cardmality/°begin(/'/) of F. 
We want to extend the structure ~ (  (G, 7 )) to the desired structure/3( (G, 7 )); this 
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will be done by structuring the Pend(n) remaining elements of F as explained in points 
(a)-(c) below. 
(a) Under the structure Pbogin ((G, y)), we add a2 copies of the cell fi2((G, ~ )). This 
operation increases by 3a2 the total height of relation S, since in/~2((G, 7)) the two 
UNDER elements force the structure to be of total height 3 whatever the initial 
relation ~ is. 
(b) Then, under the lowest copy of fi2((G,y)), we add al copies of a set I of 
n incomparable elements (this operation adds al to the total height of the relation). 
(c) Finally, we place under the lowest copy of I an S-chain of length a0 (this 
operation adds ao to the total height of the constructed relation S). 
So doing, the cardinality of the model /3(G) becomes Pbegin(n)+a2(n2+2)+ 
al n + ao = P(n). 
Illustration: The reader can see in Fig. 8(b) a drawing (where all arrows are 
omitted) of the range obtained from Fig. 8(a) under the following polynomial 
P(X)=ZP3(X)+ ZPz(X)+ 3P~(X)+4Po(X) 
=2(X 3+ 1)+2(xZ+2)+3X+4=2X3+2xZ+3X+ 10. 
Now, in order to give the syntactical modifications ofthe sentence Pbegin(~b) leading to 
the sentence /;(~b), we are going to examine the new semantical definitions and 
properties due to the completion of our structure. Observe that in all previous 
definitions and properties, implicit notions of height are underlying via domains of 
mute indices in conjunctions and disjunctions. Hence, definitions of stages have to be 
modified in the following two ways. First, the total height of the relation having 
increased, it is necessary to replace in some places domains of indices by adding 
ao+al +3a2 new values to the old ones. Second, a number, equal to ao+al .-~-a2, of 
new lowest stages have to be defined. 
Moreover, checking up the list of the used notions in the corresponding parts 
(a)-(d), we note five important points. 
(1) The previous minimal elements (verifying DEFINEDEPTHMAX) become the 
minimal ones of the stage numbered ao + al + a2 -t- 1 (i.e. verifying MINI,~, where c~ is 
the valuation of Pbegin)- 
(2) Definitions of the set * Gak,k and relation * 7ak, k do not change. 
(3) Relation S ends with an S-chain of a0 elements. 
(4) Above this final S-chain, there are S-chains of a~ elements, the highest element of 
which quasi-succeeds a ingle element in G*ak, k," each member of G*,k has a single such 
quasi-successor. 
(5) The a 2 stages above the previous ones verify/;2(~b). 
We note that the last three conditions express the fact that the new (ao +a~ +a2) 
lowest stages do have the desired form. 
From this semantical review, it is now almost straightforward to write the desired 
sentence/;(~b), noting that the formulae Ga*u,k and * 7a~, kdo not change, and translating 
the modifications we have just observed. 
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Then, one verifies that/3( G, 7 )) is a model of if(e). Conversely, if (Q, S ) is a model 
of/;(q~), one verifies that the structure (G*,7*) defined by * G,k,k and Ya*k,k is a model 
of ¢, and that, as shown in the beginning of this proof, the cardinality condition 
holds. [] 
Now, our aim is to deal with ranges of spectra in BIN ° under polynomials of degree 
two with positive coefficients on our basis. The result is settled in the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.13. Let P=eP2(X)+ flPt(X)+ 7 with ~>0, fl>~O and ~>~0 be a polynomial 
of 7/IX]. The range of a one-binary spectrum under P is also a one-binary spectrum. 
Proof. We shall use the same method as in Lemma 4.9. We pile up as many disjoint 
copies of fiE(G) as necessary (i.e. precisely ct copies of fi2((G, 7))) and then we shall 
reach the desired cardinality by adding to our pile of structures fl copies of a set I of 
n incomparable elements and a chain of length 7. 
This proof is not very different from the proof of Lemma 4.9, but we have not 
included it in this lemma since there are some technical adjustments. Indeed, squares 
of one-binary structures do not contain chain pendants ensuring a fixed height o the 
relation, but there are two UNDER-elements used in this aim (see Section 4.1) and 
fixing it up to 3. So, the total height of our structure isnow 3c~ + fl + 7. The language we 
shall use is still L*= {S } representing the quasi-successor relation formed of the 
successor relation obtained from the sequential ordering on cells in addition with the 
short circuits in pendants, as well as those expressing the bijections between the G*'s. 
We number these cells or stages Hc,,2-H1, 0 as in Lemma 4.9, and we still denote by 
S j,2 the interpretation of S inside Hi, 2. Now, we define the interpretation of the 
symbol S over the disjoint union of these stages as explained in points (a)-(f) below. 
(a) Inside any H~, 2, the interpretation of S is the relation S j, 2. 
(b) The minimum of any Hj, 2 (except H1.2) is S-enchained to all maximal elements 
of H~-1,2. 
(c) The minimum of H1, 2 is S-enchained to all elements of Hp, 1. 
(d) Any element of any Hj, 1 (except H1,1) is S-connected to exactly one element 
belonging to Hi_ 1,1, drawing a bijection. 
(e) Any element of H1,1 is S-connected to the single element of H~, o. 
(f) The single element of any H~,o (except Hi,o) is S-enchained to the element of 
Hj -  I,o. 
Given such a structure, it is now straightforward to write an S-sentence/;(qS) strong 
enough to oblige its models to have this desired form. [] 
4.3. Transforming one-binary spectra by polynomials with integer coefficients 
Up to now, we have transformed one-binary structures by adding elements and 
structuring set and subsets of these structures. Because of the existence of negative 
coefficients in polynomials all along the present section, time is up to study how to 
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cancel elements in one-binary structures, imultaneously keeping enough properties 
to prove the general case of the main theorem. Successively, we treat the case of 
polynomials of degree 1> 3 and the case of over-diagonal polynomials of degree ~< 2. 
The special role devoted to the identical polynomial is merely due to the fact that 
a structure of cardinality n cannot be defined in a structure of cardinality n -  1. This is 
not just a joke, because we have long looked for a way to get an explicit one-binary 
transformation f one-binary spectra for functions uch as X -  1, X/3, and generally, 
under-identity functions 
4.3.1. Lemma and hints 
In this subsection, we intend to give briefly the major ideas leading to the quite 
technical proof of the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.14. Let P be any polynomial of degree k>~ 3 in • [X J. The asymptotical range 
P(S) of any one-binary spectrum S under P is a binary spectrum with an image-language 
of cardinality 1 + k. 
Proof. It is presented in the following two subsections, following the sketch given in 
Section 3.2. As in Lemma 3.7 we give a proof that works only for n large enough, and 
the precise no from which it works depends only on P and not on L or q~ (see Section 
4.3.2). Let us mention right now four facts we consider to be necessary pass to the 
understanding of the construction. 
Fact 1: The chain pendants erved until now only to increase cardinality (they are 
padding the structure); so, maybe, they .can be shortened. 
Fact 2: The number of chains within Pk(G) is the difference between the number of 
pendants and the number of nonchain pendants, o it is (" + ~-2)_ (~), and this integer 
increases very fast with n for a fixed k; consequently, it is possible to obtain as many 
chains as desired asymptotically in n. 
Fact 3: We take off the same fixed number of points within a varying number of 
chains; more precisely, if we want to realize the range under 
k-1  
P(X)=Pk(X) -  ~ a~Pi(X), 
i=0  
where a~ i> 0 for i= 0 to k -1  and k >/3, we take off ai points to the number P~(n) of 
k-chains. 
Fact 4: To obtain the desired P(S), we use a certain decomposition of the poly- 
nomial P into a sum of two terms, both of which are greater than identity; one must 
pay attention to the fact that writing those two polynomials on our adequate basis 
does not necessarily provide positive coefficients. 
At this step, two difficulties appear: 
(i) a problem (easy to solve) raised by the fact that coefficients a~ might be arbitrarily 
big and consequently greater than k! whereas k-chains "only" contain k! elements; 
(ii) we have to syntactically recognize the chains from which we want to take off 
elements (a problem more difficult to solve and the main problem of this proof). 
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4.3.2. Semantical implementation 
Let 
k k -1  
P(X)=Pk(X)+ ~. aiPi(X)- ~. b,Pi(X) 
i=0  i=0 
be a polynomial of Z [X ] such that k >/3, ai >t 0 for i = 0 to k and bi >~ 0for i = 0 to k -  1. 




POS(X)= ~ aiPi(X), 
i=0 
and we call it the positive part of P(X), and 
k--1 
NEG(X)=Pk(X)-- ~ b~P~(X) 
i=0 
and we call it the negative part of P(X). 
Remark 4.15. Polynomials we are dealing with are assumed to be greater than or 
equal to identity. However, we can make some remarks on this question and we 
observe that polynomials of Z [XJ of degree /> 3 having no POSNEG decomposition 
are those whose leading coefficient is negative. However, the transformation of
a spectrum under such a polynomial gives a finite set of integers, which, in turn, is 
easily represented within the language restricted to identity by enumerating the 
necessary integers in a disjunction. 
Since the positive part of P enters in the scope of Lemma 4.9, all the results 
concerning images of elements of generalized spectra under POS, hence images of 
spectra (as subsets of N), and concerning the sentence ~-S(q~) hold. Now, we describe 
our construction for 
k-1  
NEG(X)=Pk(X)- ~. BiNiPi(X) 
i=O 
and then we show how to mix these two results to obtain the general case of 
over-diagonal polynomials of degree 1> 3. 
To solve the problem created by the possibility for a negative coefficient b~ to be 
greater than the common cardinality of k-chains, we introduce integers B~ and N~ such 
that B~Ni = b~ and Bi ~<(k- 1)(k- 1)!. Namely, and for i=0 to k -  1, integers Bi and N~ 
are defined as follows: 
(i) if bi<~(k-1)(k-1)!, we choose N~= 1 and Bi=bi; 
(ii) if b~>(k-1)(k-1)!, we choose for Ni any divisor of bi such that b~/Ni is strictly 
less than (k-1)(k-1)!, and we put Bi=bi/Ni. 
k--1 Now, we write NEG(X) as Pk(X)--~i=O BiNiPi(X), and we actually have Bi<k!. 
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Using Fact 2, we claim that the number (,+~-2)_(~) of k-chains in'~k((G,7)) is 
greater than or equal to 1 k- 1 +~i=0 NiPi(n) for n greater than a fixed no. Such an integer 
no does exist because the right member is a polynomial in n of degree strictly less than 
degree of the left member. Let n be an element of S such that n>~no and (G,7)  be 
a model of q5 of cardinality n. Consequently, the latter inequality expresses the fact 
that for any n >1 no there exist at least k- 1 2i=oN~Pi(n)+ 1chains. Moreover, the imposed 
conditions on the Bi's allow us to write that k!=(k-1)!+(k-1)(k-1)! 
>~(k-1)!+max(B~)=m, insuring us that every chain has at least m elements. Our 
proof works as soon as n/> no, but we remind the reader that it is very easy to deal with 
the fixed and finite number of cases which are left. 
At this step, we begin to solve the (main) problem created by the syntactical 
A 
counting up to Pi(n) within Pk((G, 7))- 
First, we construct the structure Pk((G, 7)) as in Section 4.1. Second, we choose 
(0) NoPo(n) k-chains from each of which we remove Bo elements; 
(1) N1PI(n) other k-chains from each of which we remove B1 elements; 
(k -1)  Nk-~Pk-l(n) other k-chains from each of which we remove Bk-I elements. 
From the very definition of B~'s, at least (k -  1)! elements remain in any k-chain (cut or 
not). Still, from the choice of n ~> no and from the added 1 in 1 k- +Zi=o N~Pdn), there 
remains at least one k-chain of length k!. The remaining work is to provide an 
algorithm choosing the k-chains we cut which can be syntactically translated in 
a reasonable language. This choice is made possible through two quite different 
operations: the first operation consists in colouring points of a substructure isomor- 
A A 
phic to Pi((G, ~ )) within Pk((G, 7 )) with a colour i simulated by partial reflexivity of 
a new relation R~; a second operation, that we can call linkage, consists in connecting 
the uppermost points of k-chains to cut with one and only one already coloured point 
and connecting each coloured point with N~ uppermost elements of chains to cut for 
each colour i it bears. Obviously, every chain is left in its original state or cut once. 
Remark 4.16. We can draw no really significant example, since the general case of cuts 
appears only if one removes at least P2 (n) elements. But in order to draw the range of 
a structure under the polynomial Q (x)  = P3 (x ) -  P2 (x)  = x 3 _ x 2 _ 1, we obtain the 
following computations: (k -1 ) (k -1 ) !=4,  N2=1, B2=l .  Then 6[("~1)-(~) - 
N:Pz(n)- l)]=(n+l)n(n-1)-3n(n-1)-6(nZ+2)-6=na-9n2+2n-18. This be- 
comes nonnegative for no = 9, and we have Q(no)= 647. This is too big to be easily drawn! 
Let us now return to the semantical part of the proof of Lemma 4.14. Now, for each 
i from 1 up to k -  1, we want to distinguish the N~P~(n) chains to cut. Let us add to the 
language L a new binary predicate symbol Ri for each nonzero coefficient b~. First, the 
interpretation of Rj..will serve to count up to P~(n) (since exactly P~(n) elements are 
i-coloured) within Pk((G, 7)) and second, to mark the uppermost elements of chains 
of length k!-B~. With this aim in view, we give Ri the interpretation described in 
points (a)-(c) below. 
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A 
(a) The set of elements x inside of the structure Pk((G, 7)) such that R~(x,x) has 
exactly cardinality Pi(n). If we call these elements "coloured" points then, these 
coloured points will be in turn linked to points beginning cut chains. 
(b) For each x such that R~(x, x), the conditin (Ri(x, y) and x ¢ y) exactly holds for Ni 
points y and in this case, y is a point beginning a chain of length k ! -  B~. 
(c) Such a point y can be used at most for only one index i. The counting up to P~(n) 
is to be done for every index i such that the corresponding b~ is different from 0, and 
then we have to introduce at most Ro, ...,Rk-1 as new binary predicate symbols. 
Roughly speaking, this constructioA.n does intend to define substructures isomorphic to 
Pi((G,v)) within the structure Pk((G,y)), so that what we are doing looks like 
p~..ainting with k different colours the structures P~((G,7)) over the structure 
Pk((G, 7)). Every element can be uncoloured or coloured with several colours. 
Decision to colour elements is obvious for two kinds of elements; namely, for 
a given index i, we "colour in i" (i.e. we set R~(x, x)) exactly i -2  maximal points of 
Pk((G,7)) for i~>3 and all the elements of G* for i>~l. 
Now, other elements have to be coloured. First, observing that the number (~) of 
non-chain pendants in P~((G, ~ )) does not depend on the degree i of basic polynomial 
P~ for if> 3, in each nonchain k-pendant, he maximum element and exactly i l -  1 other 
points are i-coloured for i>~2. 
Our main problem will be now to choose among all the ~n÷k-2~ ~nx I, k .~ J - - t2 I  k-chains in 
~( (G ,  7)), the n+i -2  n ( i )-(2) ones which will represent the/-chains ofPi((G,7) for i~> 3. 
The reader is reminded that for any h>~3, within Ph((G,7)) and S-under every 
partition of cardinality h made of two cosets there is exactly one h-chain; one of these 
cosets is denoted by M of cardinality 3<~m<~h included in G* and the other one 
(of cardinality n) is denoted by N and included in MAX, so that m + n = h. Now, let us 
consider a set I of cardinality i<~k which is a partition obtained within Pk((G,v)) 
made ofa coset M(1) of cardinality 3 <~m(i)<~i included in the G* of(Pk(G))..S) and of 
another coset N(I) of cardinality (i-re(i)), included in the MAX of P~k((G,v)). 
Let X(1) be the set of all subsets (of cardinality k-i) of MAX within Pk((G,7)) 
which complete N(I) into a set of k-re(i) elements of MAX. We claim that 
there is a bijection between the set Y(1) of complements in MAX\N( / )  of elements 
of X(I) and the set of all k-chains S-under M(1). The cardinality of elements of 
r(I) is (m- 2). 
Let MAX~ be the subset of the i -  2 elements of MAX which are i-coloured. Now, we 
choose Io such that N( Io)cMAXi  and we call C(Io) the complement of N(Io) in 
MAXz (so that cardinality of C(Io) is m-2).  We have C(Io)cMAX~ and due to the 
fact that C(Io) is the complement of MAX\MAX~ in MAX\N(Io), we have as well 
C(Io)e Y(Io) (se~.e Fig. 9). Then, using the previous bijection, we claim that there is one 
k-chain within Pk ( (G, 7 ) ) and only one which is S-under Io and not S-under C (Io). We 
choose this precise k-chain to represent the unique /-chain S-under Io: inside this 
chain, we do i-colour the maximum and i ! -  1 other points. 
Now, doing that for every i from 3 up to k -  1, we see that the cardinality of the 
obtained structure is actually NEG(n). The remaining work is syntactical. We must 
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pay attention that, semantically speaking, the previous development consists in taking 
off elements of Pk((G, 7)), whereas yntactically speaking, we just have to name all 
elements of the remaining structure NEG((G, ?))): these lements constitute the whole 
universe. 
4.3.3. Syntactical translation. 
We have to exhibit a sentence NEG(qS) allowing us to count the chains which are 
not of length k! inside the models. First of all, let us remark that the formulae G*, 
MAX and 7* have the same definition as in Pk((G, 7 )). Now, a chain is defined by its 
first (i.e. uppermost) element which verifies the formula BEGCHAIN(x) below: 
7 ~6" (x) A-7 MAX (x) A 3 y(ea,(y) A xSy) A 3 y(MAX (y) A xSy). 
Similarly, for the first element of a nonchain pendant, we can define the formula 
BEGPEND(x) by the following condition: 
7 ~o, (x) A -7 MAX (x) A 3 y 3 z (~G* (Y) A e~, (z) A y v a z 
A xSy A xSz) A Vy(MAX(y)-,7 xSy). 
A chain is of length L iff its first element satisfies the following formula 
LENGTHL(x): 
BEGCHAIN(x) A 3 x 1.-. ~XL-- 1 L-CHAIN(x, x 1,..., XL- 1 ). 
Now, let us syntactically describe the situation holding for any relation Ri. First, we 
list coloured elements in MAX and G * within N- '~(  (G, 7 )) via the conjunction of the 
following sentences denoted by ~1: 
(0) concerning relation Ro we get ~ !x (MAX(x) A Ro(x, x) A Vy(Ro(y, y)~y = x)); 
(1) concerning relation Rl we get Vx (eG,(x)~--~Rl(x, x));
(2) concerning relation R2 we get Vx (~G,(x)~R2(x, x)); 
(3) concerning relations R3-Rk-1 we get Vx (sG,(x)~Ri(x,x)) A ELTS((MAX(.) 
A R/(.,.)), k-Z). 
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Then, let us list coloured elements of nonchain pendants. We obtain the sentence ~2 as 
the conjunction for i = 2 to k -  1 of the following sentence: 
VX 1 VX2 (~G* (X 1 ) A ~G* (X2) A x 1 ~ x2 )~ ~ Iy (R i(y, y) A ygx 1 A ySx  2 
A BEGPEND(y) A ELTS((. < y A R,(., .)), i ! -  1)). 
Now, we have to count up to i! in exactly one chain pendant under each set of 
cardinality i of i-coloured points in G*u MAX containing m ~> 3 elements of G *. The 
sentence qJ3 will be the conjunction for i = 3 to k -  1 and for m = 3 to i of the sentence 
given below (which follows exactly the explanations given in previous ection). 
Vxl"'VXi ea*(xh)A A (MAX(x~)ARi(Xh, Xh))ADISTi(xl ..... xi) 
h=m+l 
( A ([ ] --*~!y Ri(y,y)A ySxhAgz MAX(z)ARi(z,z)A A zcxh 
h=l h=m+l 
~-nySz)ABEGCHAIN(y)AELTS((. < yA Ri(.,.)),i!-1)). 
At this step, we have arranged things so that there are exactly P~(n) points satisfying 
R~(x,x) for every i from 1 up to k -1 .  Next, let us count shortened chains with the 
sentence ~4, conjunction for i = 0 to k -  1 of the following sentence: 
Vx [R,(x,x)--+{ELTS((R,(x,.) A x:~.),N~)AVy [(R,(x,y) A xg:y) 
+BEGCHAIN(y)  A LENGTH(k! - B,)(y)] } ] 
AVx[(BEGCHAIN(x)AVYA~R,(y,x))~LENGTHk!(x)]. 
So is realized the counting up of the shortened chains. Finally, let us express the 
property that the R~'s have to mark all the shortened chains using the fact that every 
uppermost element of a chain is either disconnected of all coloured points or 
connected to only one coloured point. We are lead to the sentence ~5 below: 
AVzcx A ~Rs(z,x) 
j=O j~ai 
Now, we have to make the necessary modifications in the sentence Pk(q~). Instead of 
expressing the fact that the chains contain precisely k! elements, we shall say that at 
least one chain contains k! elements and any chain not containing k! elements i such 
that its first element x verifies R~(y, x) for a single i and for a single y and its length is 
now exactly kt-Bi. 
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We leave to the reader the tedious work of writing out the so obtained NEW Pk((~). 
The remain~g parts of sentence Pk((a) are unchanged. Finally, NEG(~b) is the conjunc- 
tion NEWPk~(~)A ~1 A ~/2 A ~t 3/~ ~/4/k ~/5. Then, one versifies that "N--"E-~((G, 7)) is 
a model of NEG(th). Conversely, if (Q, S ) is a model of NEG(~b), one verifies that the 
structure (G*,7*) defined by ~o* and 7" is a model of ~b, and that the cardinality 
condition holds. 
N 
Remark 4.17. The resulting sentence NEG(~b) belongs to ~-2 and not to BIN °. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to provide a small improvement. We can reduce the set of 
added relations to a single additional binary relation, together with a set of k addi- 
tional unary relations denoted by Ui. In that case, the unary symbols are used for 
counting elements, which is clearly possible by simple manipulations on sentences above. 
Now, we obtain the general case of over-diagonal polynomials of degree/> 3 by the 
same type of manipulations as in condition (e) of Lemma 4.9. Indeed, we put 
POS"-"((G,7)) and ~-~( (G,y ) )  one under the other, then we draw the necessary 
bijection still using relation S to obtain the final structure/;((G, ~)), and finally we 
create a new sentence/;(~b) using POS(q~) and NEG(~b) to describe this situation. The 
• 
whole operation works because NEG((  G, 7)) still remains of fixed height (namely k!). 
We do not give more details on this part of the proof, since there is nothing new in it. 
The verification part is also straightforward. 
4.3.4. Case of polynomials of degree 2. 
We are now going to deal with the last case left, i.e. the case of polynomials of degree 
two with negative coefficients. This case has to be treated in a special emma because 
2-pendants are very short and cannot be easily shortened. 
Lemma 4.18. Let P(X)=o:(X2 + 2)+flX + 7 with ~>0 and at least one of the integers 
fl and ~ strictly negative. I f  S is a one-binary spectrum, then the asymptotical range of 
S under P is a binary spectrum with an image-language ofcardinality 4. 
Proof. As in Lemma 4.14, the method we are now going to expose works only for 
cardinalities big enough, and the bound from which it works depends only on 
polynomial P. 
Let us begin by writing P=PPos + PnE6, following the same pattern as in Lemma 
4.14, and let us note that we are interested only in the construction of the range of 
S under PNE6(X)=P2(X)--(something positive), on the same grounds as in the 
previously mentioned lemma. 
So, following the sketch of Section 3.2, we are now in a position where we have 
constructed the structure P2((G,7)) and we want to remove a certain number of 
elements• What is new in the present proof is the fact that there are no unuseful 
pendants (since any pendant indicates whether there is a 7-connection or not) and, 
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Fig. 10. 
moreover, that the pendants are as short as possible (on cardinality grounds you 
could not separate 7-1inked and non- (7-1inked) pairs of elements with one single 
binary relation and less than two elements inthe pendants). So, it is the reason why we 
prove a separate l mma for this case of degree two polynomials. 
Indeed, we shall remove one element from some pendants, and create by this device 
more patterns to express the presence or absence of y-connections. 
The modified pendants will be as shown in Fig. 10a-c, and we have to introduce 
a new binary relational symbol (denoted by ~ ) in order to describe the new pattern of 
Fig. 10(b). We used dotted lines to draw this relation ~ and ordinary lines to draw 
relation S. 
Now, we modify the S-sentence P2 (q~) in order to take into account these alternative 
pendants as explained in points (a)-(d) below. 
(a) Each occurrence of 2-LOOP(x,y,z,t) is replaced by 2-ALTLOOP(x,y,z,t) 
which is 
2-LOOP(x,y,z,t)V(zSxAzSy A t=z A --neo,(z)A Vu 
[{uSxAuSy AmUNOER(u)}-*u=z] A Vu[zSu~{u=x V u=y}]). 
(b) Each occurrence of 2-FORK(x,y,z,t) is replaced by 2-ALTFORK(x,y,z,t) 
which is 
2-FORK(x,y,z,t)V(z~x A zSy A z=t A -neo,(z)AVu[{u~x A uSy 
A-nUNDER(u)}-+ u=z] A Vu[zSu --* u= y] A Vu[z ~u --* u=x]). 
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(c) Each occurrence 2-FORKBIS (x, y, z, t) is replaced by 2-ALTFORKBIS(x, y, z, t) 
which is 
2-FORKB1S(x, y,z,t) V (zSx A zSy A zSz A t =z A--neG,(z)AVu[{uSxA 
uSyA--nUNDER(u)} ---, u=z]AVu[zSu-,{u=x V u=y V u=z}]). 
(d) We add a sentence xpressing the fact that <-connections appear only in 
alternative fork pendants. 
Our next work is to count up how many pendants have been shortened. For this 
purpose, we shall use, as in Lemma 4.14, as many new binary predicate symbols as 
negative coefficients there are (i.e. 1 or 2 in this case, denoted by Ro and R~). This 
counting up is done just below in points (i)-(iv). 
(i) There are exactly y elements z which are Ro-marked and they all verify 2- 
ALTLOOP(x, y, z, z) V2-ALTFORK(x, y, z, z)V2-ALTFORKBIS(x, y, z, z) for some 
x and y in G*; there are no other Ro-marked elements. 
(ii) All maximal elements (i.e. elements of G*) are Rl-marked; there are no other 
R1-marked elements. 
(iii) Any Rl-marked element is R~-connected to exactly fl elements z verifying 
2-ALTLOOP(x, y, z, z)V2-ALTFORK(x, y, z, z)V2-ALTFORKBIS(x, y, z, z) for some 
x and y and is Rl-connected to no other element. 
(iv) Any element z is in G*, or Ro-marked, or Rl-connected to a single element of 
G *, or verifies 2-LOOP(x, y, z, t)V2-FORK(x, y, z, t)V2-FORKBIS(x, y, z, t) for some 
x, y and t ~a z, or either verifies UNDER. 
Now, it is straightforward to give the sentences expressing these four conditions and 
to verify that they fulfil all requisites of the main theorem, which achieve the proof. [] 
4.4. Transforming binary spectra 
In this section, we intend to achieve the proof of main theorem by dealing with the 
case of languages containing several binary predicate symbols. Roughly speaking, the 
idea is now to superpose as many previously constructed structures as necessary over 
the same set of elements. As usual, we shall follow the sketch given in Section 3.2. On 
readability grounds, we shall limit our proof to the case when P is a basic polynomial 
Pk of degree k >7 3. Other cases can be obtained using similar ideas. 
Semantical part of the proof of main theorem. Let us consider a language 
L = {Rt .... , Rq} consisting ofq specific binary predicate symbols, ¢ an L-sentence and 
Pk our basic polynomial of degree k. Let ~= (G, 9tl, ..., 91q) be a model of ¢ of 
cardinality n. Let F be a set of c~ardinality P(n) containing a subset G* of cardinality n. 
First of all, we structure F as Pk((G, 9tl )) as we saw in Section 4.1 using a language 
L1 = {$1}. This operation provides some fixed subsets of F not depending on the 
precise dges of 9tl nor on the cardinality n of G which are: G* (and an isomorphism 
ffrom (G, 9tl ) onto the L1 -definable substructure (G*, 911" ) of'~k((G, 911 ))), MAX, 
and the k-pendant associated to every fixed k-uple of MAXwG*. 
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Fig. 11. 
Indeed, whatever the form of a pendant is, its cardinality as a subset of F (namely kI) 
is independent of n and 9tl. Now, over the same subsets we have just talked about, we 
A 
are going to structure each Pk((G,~Ri)) in turn for i=2 up to q, using a language 
Li = {Si}. Actually, except within nonchain pendants, all edges are the ones upon the 
others. Only the nonchain pendants may have different patterns, depending on the 
precise edges of each 9t~. Finally, we are provided by this device a structure 11 
of cardinality Pk(n) containing a substructure (G*,9t~',.. . ,9t*) which is both 
(L1u...uLq)-definable and isomorphic to (G,9l l ,  ...,91q) (via an isomorphism we 
still call f). 
Such a transformed structure is shown in Fig. 1 la, b for polynomial P2. 
Remark 4.19. In this precise case when we consider polynomial Pk with k~>3, 
cardinality of language L*=L1u. . .uLq  (almost disjoint union: they just have in 
common identity) of 11 remains q. Since we can manage if necessary (i.e. if we consider 
polynomials of degree k with negative coefficients on our basis (Pk)k~O) to add once 
and only once the extra relations of Lemmas 3.7, 4.14 and 4.18 and to use them within 
each/;((G, ~Ri)) for i= 1 to q then the specific part of the language L* can be limited 
to q + k symbols if k f> 3 and 2q + k if k < 3. 
Now, let us emphasize an important point: we can actually manage so that each 
element plays similar roles in the different superposed structures. Indeed, we want not 
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only the elements of G* to be identical in all superposed structures, but also the 
elements in a L1 chain pendant o remain elements of an Li chain pendant and the 
elements of an L1 non-chain pendant o remain elements of an L~ nonchain pendant. 
Such patterns depend on the relations 91i and they are not necessarily all isomorphic. 
Consequently, we cannot ensure that forks remain forks and that loops remain loops 
and generally it is not the case. 
Syntactical part of the proof of the main theorem. The remaining work is now to 
write a sentence Pk((~) describing the previously constructed structure 11. This sentence 
has to express three conditions: 
(i) the L*-definable structure (G*, 9t* ..... 91" ) is a model of ~b; 
(ii) for i= 1 up to q, the universe F is structured as Pk((G, 91~)); 
(iii) the structures Pk((G, 91i)) are superposed on the same subsets of F. 
Before giving the syntactical translation of these conditions, we need some L*- 
formulae defining all the subsets previously mentioned as well as the relations 
91" ..... 91". Concerning subsets, we shall use the Ll-formulae given by Pk((G, 9tl )), 
and we shall call them ~G* and MAX. Concerning relations, for i = 1 to q we shall use 
the Li-formula given by Pk((G, 91i)) to define 91", and we shall call it R*. 
The first condition is now easily syntactically translated by the weak relativization 
of q~ to ~G.,R~' .... ,R*, i.e. the sentence q~(~G*,g* ..... g*). 
In view of formalizing condition (ii), we note that we cannot, in general, separate 
~b into subsentences just containing symbol R~. To solve the difficulty, we remark 
that the /~(~b) we are constructing in the previous lemmas only depend on q5 
because they have to contain (once or several times) its weak relativization. This 
means that to construct/~(~b') from another L-sentence qS' under the same polynomial, 
it is sufficient to put the weak relativization of qS' instead of the weak relativization of 
~b inside/~(~b). 
Let us use this remark to define the sentence (/;)~ for i= 1 up to q. Let us introduce 
a technical definition: for a fixed A-sentence (resp. A'-sentence) (/(resp. (/1), if (/wR is 
a conjunction of weak relativizations of ( /and if the A'-sentence/;((/) is (/WR A (/1, 
where (/1 does not depend on (/, then/~a'(.) will be the A'-sentence (/1. 
If language Ao has for only specific symbol the binary relational symbol R, taking 
any Ao-sentence (/ and applying the construction of previous sections, we can 
construct in a pure formal way the A' sentence fiA,(.). Taking A '= Li, for any i= 1 up 
to q, we define (/~)i as ffL,(.). Ordinarily, the obtained sentences would not signify 
anything but an algorithm of transformation f a given model, if we get one. Finally, 
condition (ii) will be expressed by (/~)1 A... A (/~)q. 
Concerning exact expression of condition (iii) we shall use the conjunction for all 
indices i with 1 <i~< q of the sentences enumerated in points (i)-(iv) below. 
(i) sentence Vx (~.i(x)+-~ EG* 1 (X)) expresses the fact that G * plays the same role in 
each structure corresponding to every symbol in language L. 
(ii) sentence Vx (MAX~(x)~-~MAXI(x)) expresses the fact that the set of 
maximal elements is the same in each structure corresponding to every symbol in 
language L. 
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(iii) sentence Vxi... VXk VZ I ... VZk! (k-CHAINi(xl . . . . .  Xk, zi ..... Zkz)~-~k-CHAIN l(xi, 
• ..,Xk,Zl,... ,Zu)) expresses the fact that the chain pendants are the same in each 
strucuture corresponding to every symbol in language L. 
(iv) sentence Vxl...VXkVZi... VZk! ([k-LOOPi(xi ..... Xk, Zl ..... ZR:)V k-FORK~(xl, 
. . . ,Xk ,Z I , . . . ,Zk! )V  k-FORKBISi(xl  .... ,Xk, Zl,...,Zk!)]+->[k-LOOpl(Xl . . . . ,Xk, Zl ,  
• ..,Zki)V k-FORKI(xl,  ...,Xk, Zi, ...,Zk!)V k-FORKBISI(xI .... ,Xk, Zi, ...,Zk!)]) ex- 
presses the fact that the nonchain pendants are the same in each structure correspond- 
ing to every symbol in language L. 
Remark 4.20. In the case of ranges under more complicated polynomials, we shall 
have a lot of similar sentences, expressing the fact that all the definable subsets and 
relations play the same role (or similar roles) in each structure corresponding toevery 
symbol in language L. We hope that writing out these sentences i now a routine 
which we wish to avoid. 
Finally, the sentence /~(qS) of main theorem is the conjunction of the previous 
sentences expressing conditions (i)-(iii). Then, one verifies that/3( G, 7 )) is a model of 
/;(~b). Conversely, if (Q, S ) is a model of/;(~b), one verifies that the structure (G*, ~ * ) 
defined by ca. and R* ..... R* is a model of qS, and that the cardinaltiy condition 
holds. [] 
5. Conclusions and questions 
There are three key ideas in the proofs we developed above. First, as we previously 
mentioned in Section 2, we focused on model-theoretic methods and results, which led 
us to the kind of proofs described in Section 3.2. Second, we used functions with 
combinatorial definitions (the basic polynomials) and then linear combinations ofthese 
functions, and this is the main reason why we did not consider any constructible 
function. Third, we draw in a definable way the very computation of our polynomials 
from their combinatorial definition. Let us note that subtraction is much more 
difficult to represent han addition: the case of negative coefficients raises much 
troubles and weakens our result. Indeed, we have the following result: 
the range of any one-binary spectrum under any polynomial of degree >~ 2 with positive 
coefficients on our basis (Pk)k >-O is also a one-binary spectrum 
(i.e. no increase of language at all), whereas we have been led to add several binary 
relations to deal with negative coefficients ( ee Section 4.3). 
Of course, the methods developed in this paper (particularly pendants' method, 
piling up of structures and definable shortening of pendants) also work for computing 
polynomial ranges of generalized spectra of other arities provided that polynomials 
are big enough, as well as for other combinatorically defined functions. 
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Our constructions strongly depend on the fact that the range of any structure 
contains a definable substructure isomorphic to the initial structure. This is the main 
reason why we failed in computing subdiagonal polynomial ranges of binary generalized 
spectra as a plain generalization of our other results. However, the case of subdiagonal 
polynomials and other subdiagonal functions may be treated by a "reverse theorem" 
(instead of defining the argument structure inside its range, we define the image 
structure within the argument structure) similar to the following one concerning 
polyomials X -e  for any positive integer e: 
Let 4) be a binary sentence and ~ be a positive integer, there are effectively found 
binary sentences (a' and O" such that any finite model of O of cardinality n (resp. of cy of 
cardinality m) is uniquely expanded into a finite model of q5" of the same cardinality (resp. 
of cardinality m+ ~) and any finite model of if)" of cardinality n contains a definable 
substructure of the same cardinality model of 4) and a definable substructure of cardinal- 
ity n -~ model of 0'. 
But the price for this result is once more an increase of cardinality of image-language 
and we do not know how to avoid it. 
Now, let us briefly consider computational complexity of our algorithms. It seems 
that, given a language L, an L-sentence ~b, and an over-diagonal polynomial P written 
as a linear combination of our basic Pk's,the writing out of the L*-sentence P(qS) is 
polynomial in the length of sentence qS. Indeed, one only has to read the data and then 
write the result as the conjunction of a fixed part depending only on P (namely the 
PL*(.) of Section 4.4) and one (or several) weak relativization of sentence ~b. On the 
other hand, given a language L, an L-structure G and an over-diagonal polynomial 
P of degree k still writen as a linear combination of the Pk's, the computation of the 
L*-structure/3(G) seems to be a polynomial of degree k in the cardinality of domain of 
G. Indeed, one has to consider in turn each set of cardinality 2 to k of elements of 
domain of G. 
Lately, as we were revising this paper after the first referee's report, it appeared that 
our way of drawing computations in graphs was similar, in several points, to the one 
used by Creignou [4] in her work on linear reduction of NP-complete problems. 
These intriguing similarities in proofs, notions, concepts and tools (padding, control, 
pendants, patterns repetition, significant links, internal description (within the lan- 
guage) of external properties (such as cardinality or isomorphic substructures)) when 
the aims seem totally different might announce further developments and wider use of 
a geometric and spatial description of algorithms and of the idea that computations 
can logically be represented in adequate structures. 
Finally, we are lead to four different ypes of questions. 
(1) Is it possible to reduce the cardinality of the image-language? More precisely, is it 
possible to make it independent ofdegrees of polynomials? Or to make it independent 
of cardinalities of initial languages, or even to make it equal to 1 in all cases? 
(2) Can we generalize the result to other constructible functions? And if not, is it 
possible to imagine another way of representing generalized spectra, which permits to 
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extend the notion of image of a generalized spectrum under a function (there is no 
universal natural definition of the range of a structure under a function; our definition 
is natural, hand-made and restricted to polynomials) to all functions conserving 
spectra on complexity grounds? 
(3) Can our methods solve some more problems concerning Woodsian questions, 
spectra rities and Fagin's hierarchy? For instance, is it possible to characterize group 
spectra or graph spectra? Is it possible to show that the square root (or any kth root) 
of a one-binary spectrum is (or not) a one-binary spectrum? 
(4) Can the idea of definably representing computations in adequate logical struc- 
tures (such as graphs) spawn new developments in other branches of mathematics? 
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